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Abstract (English)
Capturing fish by angling depends on fish behaviour. Selective capture based on heritable
behaviours may have ramifications for fish populations and fishing communities, but the
behavioural components of angling vulnerability are unclear. Conceptually, vulnerability
derives from a combination of a fish’s internal state, gear encounter rate and gear quality.
Accordingly, greater activity or space use is expected to increase vulnerability via elevated
encounter rates with fishing gear. However, behaviourally selective angling may also interact
with angler behaviour (e.g. skill). My aim was to understand the role of fish movement and
space use in driving angling vulnerability. I measured the behaviour and angling vulnerability
of four species (viz. carp, Cyprinus carpio, tench, Tinca tinca, perch, Perca fluviatilis, and
northern pike, Esox lucius) using whole-lake high-resolution acoustic telemetry. Perch were
targeted by variably skilled anglers in GPS tracked boats to understand how skill affects
selection. I have therefore contrasted behaviourally selective angling of benthivores (carp and
tench) targeted from fixed angling sites, an active top predator (perch) targeted by searching
anglers and an ambush predator (northern pike) targeted by searching anglers. Angling was
unselective for repeatable carp, tench or perch activity and movement as encounter was
unrelated to vulnerability. Vulnerability related to perch habitat choice as shown by a
latitudinal division of captured and uncaptured perch and high skilled anglers only
strengthened selection via greater enacted mortality. Finally, large pike with greater space use
were most vulnerable to angling and an encounter based mechanism cannot be ruled out. In
conclusion, the key behaviours distinguishing angling vulnerability, upon which selection
should be expected, frequently operate after a fish-fisher encounter, but the importance of
fish-fisher encounters for vulnerability may be species and fishery specific.
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Zusammenfassung (Deutsch)
Angelerfolg hängt vom Fischverhalten ab und selektiver Fang aufgrund vererbbarer
Verhaltensmerkmale kann sich auf Fischpopulationen auswirken. Die anglerische
Vulnerabilität ergibt sich aus einer Kombination aus dem Zustand des Fisches, dem
Zusammentreffen mit dem Fanggerät und den Eigenschaften desselben. Höhere Aktivität
sollte die Begegnungswahrscheinlichkeit mit dem Fanggerät und dadurch die Vulnerabilität
steigern. Ziel dieser Arbeit war es zu verstehen, wie Bewegungsmuster die Vulnerabilität
durch die Angelfischerei beeinflussen. Dazu habe ich das Verhalten von vier Arten (Karpfen,
Cyprinus carpio, Schleie, Tinca tinca, Barsch, Perca fluviatilis, und Hecht, Esox lucius) in
einem See mittels akustischer Telemetrie gemessen. Zudem habe ich verhaltensselektives
Angeln auf Benthivore (Karpfen und Schleie) von festen Plätzen mit dem mobilen Angeln auf
einen aktiven Raubfisch (Barsch) und einen Lauerjäger (Hecht) verglichen. Barsche wurden
gezielt von freiwilligen, unterschiedlich versierten Anglern in GPS-überwachten Booten
beangelt, um zu verstehen, wie Anglerfähigkeiten verhaltensbasierte Selektion beeinflussen.
Für die individuell wiederholbare Aktivität von Karpfen, Schleie und Barsch lag keine
Angelselektivität vor, da das Zusammentreffen mit Fanggeräten in keinem Zusammenhang
mit der Vulnerabilität stand. Beim Barsch hingegen hing die Vulnerabilität mit der
Habitatwahl zusammen. Die Geschicklichkeit der Angler verstärkte die Selektion durch
höhere Mortalität. Für große Hechte mit großem Aktionsradius kann ein auf Begegnungen
basierender Mechanismus nicht ausgeschlossen werden. Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen,
dass die wichtigsten Verhaltensweisen, die die Vulnerabilität durch die Angelfischerei
ausmachen und nach denen eine Selektion erwartet wird, häufig erst nach dem
Zusammentreffen von Fisch und Fischer stattfinden. Jedoch kann die Bedeutung dieser FischFischer-Begegnungen für die Vulnerabilität art- und fischereispezifisch sein.
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1. Background
Recreational fishing is fishing for aquatic animals for purposes beyond an individual's
basic nutritional needs and selling or trading in markets (FAO 2012). While a number of
fishing gears and techniques are used in recreational fishing, hook-and-line angling is the
prevailing gear used in the Western world (Arlinghaus et al. 2002, 2007). Therefore,
recreational fishing is typically considered synonymous with angling (Arlinghaus et al. 2007),
which is the main fishing technique considered in this dissertation. In the industrialized world
recreational fishing constitutes the dominant use of inland waters and coastal areas
(Arlinghaus and Cooke 2009) and approximately 118 million individuals or about 11% of the
population practice recreational fishing (Arlinghaus et al. 2015). Accordingly, recreational
fisheries generate billions of U.S. dollars annually (World Bank 2012) which supports the
employment of numerous individuals (e.g. 52,000 in Germany) (Arlinghaus 2004; Arlinghaus
et al. 2002). In addition to immense economic value, recreational fisheries produce important
social, psychological and cultural benefits (Arlinghaus et al. 2002, 2007; FAO 2012; Fenichel
et al. 2013; Parkkila et al., 2010; World Bank 2012); however, they also generate substantial
ecological and evolutionary risks and social conflicts (Allendorf and Hard 2009; Arlinghaus
et al. 2002; Lewin et al. 2006; Post et al. 2002; Sullivan et al. 2017). Many of the macro-scale
costs and benefits of recreational fisheries are the result of countless small-scale interactions
between fish and fishers (Arlinghaus et al. 2017a; Ward et al. 2016), such as encounters or
capture events. But scientific understanding of angling vulnerability, or in other words the
likelihood that an individual fish is captured or not, is lacking, despite the scale and
importance of recreational fisheries. In particular, an overall framework for understanding
vulnerability is missing and secondly the factors driving vulnerability from the perspective of
both the fish and the fishers are not well understood.
Advances in understanding how fish-fisher interactions influence fish vulnerability
should strongly reduce uncertainty in recreational fisheries management decisions. The
vulnerabilities of many individual fish collectively determine the catch rates in a population
(Arreguín-Sánchez 1996). Catch rates and captured fish sizes are frequently the most
influential determinants of angler satisfaction (Arlinghaus et al. 2014; Beardmore et al. 2015;
Johnston et al. 2010; Lewin et al. 2006). Furthermore, catch rates are a key metric used in
stock assessments, where catchability links the catch per unit effort (i.e. catch rates) to the
population abundance or biomass (Arreguín-Sánchez 1996). Accordingly, serious mistakes in
10

fisheries management have occurred when catchability is underestimated, overestimated or
deviates temporally without detection (Post et al. 2002; Walters and Martell 2004).
Maintaining catch-rates in a fishery challenges fisheries managers because
vulnerability is a plastic trait and the number of vulnerable individuals within a population
may also change. For example, catch rates may plastically decline via learned hook-avoidance
by the targeted fish (Askey et al. 2006; Beukema 1970a; Raat 1985), although learned hook
avoidance usually is forgotten and vulnerability rebounds after angling pressure is paused
(Raat 1988; Warburton 2003). However, selective harvest of the most vulnerable individuals
in a population erodes the average vulnerability of a population and as vulnerability is known
to be heritable (Klefoth et al. 2012; Nuhfer and Alexander 1994; Philipp et al. 2009), these
changes may be long lasting and difficult to reverse. Unfortunately, the available tools
designed to maintain catch rates, such as fish stocking, or effort control, come at substantial
social and ecological costs (Hewlett et al. 2009; Lorenzen et al. 2012; van Poorten et al.
2011). An improved understanding of vulnerability will inform a better design of these
management tools (Arlinghaus et al. 2017c).

1.1 A framework to understand angling vulnerability
Vulnerability can be understood as the outcome of an individual fish switching
between invulnerable and vulnerable states (Ahrens et al. 2012; Camp et al. 2015; Cox and
Walters 2002). When a fish is in a vulnerable state the fish can be captured, while a fish will
never be captured for the duration that it remains in an invulnerable state (Cox and Walters
2002). The overall probability of capture, or vulnerability, will therefore increase as a fish
spends more time in a vulnerable state. The mechanisms of vulnerability certainly have some
specificities to fishing gears, and targeted fish species (Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2008); however,
there are likely similar mechanisms involved in the way fish are targeted by passive gears,
such as hook-and-line angling, gill nets, or traps, which rely on entrapment, entanglement or
hooking to capture fish, and all require fish to move towards the gear (Gabriel et al. 2005). As
the focus of my work is on hook-and-line angling, we produced a conceptual framework of
vulnerability to capture by hooks, which includes a review of factors known to be related to
fish vulnerability. The conceptual framework in Paper I guides the rest of the dissertation.
Vulnerability to angling can be considered an intrinsic trait of the individual which can
be plastically modified by extrinsic factors (Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2008). Individual differences
in vulnerability among individuals are well documented (Anderson and LeRoy Heman 1969;
Martin 1958; Matthias et al. 2014; Philipp et al. 2009) and consistent differences in the
vulnerability of different populations or genotypes (Biro and Post 2008; Klefoth et al. 2013a),
11

and between largemouth bass, Micropterus salmoides, lines selected for vulnerability (h2 =
0.14; Philipp et al. 2009) demonstrate that angling vulnerability has a heritable component.
Vulnerability is affected by a wide range of characteristics of the fish, anglers and the
environment (Allendorf and Hard 2009; Alós et al. 2012; Matthias et al. 2014) including the
abiotic and biotic environments, fish movement, morphology, physiology (sensory and
metabolic), life-history, cognition and behaviour and fisheries restrictions (see Paper I).
However, we find vulnerability is determined by three fundamental components: 1) the
internal state of the fish, 2) the encounter between the fishing gear and the fish and 3) the
suitability of the gear itself. If the internal state of the fish is in a condition motivating the fish
to bite, the fish then encounters a gear, and the gear is selective for the fish then the fish will
be captured (Figure 1). By contrast, if a fish encounters an appropriate gear, but is not in the
appropriate internal state there is no chance the fish will be captured. All other factors, such as
the environment, or the biological characteristics of the fish modify one or more of the three
fundamental components. Accordingly, studies of angling vulnerability should focus on
understanding the processes and importance of the encounters between fish and fishers, fish
internal states and gear-specific selectivity.
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Figure 1. An overview of how the topics in vulnerability research (the abiotic and biotic
environments, morphological and life history phenotypes, cognitive and metabolic
physiology, movement, sensory and foraging ecology, and fishing gear) relate to one another
and to the fundamental components of vulnerability: Internal state, encounter and fishing gear
(From Paper I; Artwork by Dr. Andrij Horodysky).
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In Paper I, we define the internal state of the fish as any factor that motivates a fish to
bite or strike a hook or lure. The internal state may relate to the hunger levels, aggression,
curiosity, or hook recognition of the fish. The encounter component requires both fish and
fishers to coincide in space and time. At large spatiotemporal scales, encounter is a function
of the fish movement ecology and angler search patterns (Alós et al. 2016b, 2012; Wiig et al.
2014), but at smaller spatiotemporal scales the encounter is related more strongly to fish
sensory ecology and fishing gear design (Lokkeborg et al. 2014; Turesson and Brönmark
2007). Finally, the gear encountered must be able to physically capture the fish, which relates
to the hook size relative to the fish's gape-size (Cerdà et al. 2010), bait type (Alós et al. 2009),
lure design or color (Moraga et al. 2015). Vulnerability was previously understood to be a
function of the behaviour, physiology, life-history and morphology of a fish (Uusi-Heikkilä et
al. 2008), but in our conceptual framework in Paper I, we expand on the mechanisms of
vulnerability, and identify how the mechanisms are affected by a multitude of modifying
factors.

1.2 The behavioural basis of angling vulnerability
The nonrandom nature of vulnerability indicates that some fish are more likely to be
captured than others and therefore angling is possibly selective for the traits discussed in
Paper I. The selective capture of fish is potentially problematic because 1) systematic capture
of heritable traits could lead to evolutionary changes (Heino et al. 2015; Uusi-Heikkilä et al.
2008, 2015) and 2) fish may alter phenotypically plastic traits to avoid capture (Askey et al.
2013; Diaz Pauli and Sih 2017; Enberg et al. 2012). Ultimately fish in angled populations are
expected to become less vulnerable over time (Arlinghaus et al. 2017c; Ward et al. 2013).
Further, the reversal of evolutionary changes may be difficult and slow (Conover et al. 2009;
Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015). The consequences of size-selective fishing, where the systematic
capture of large individuals typically results in fish populations characterized by earlier
maturation at smaller sizes and slower adult growth rates (Heino et al. 2015; Jørgensen et al.
2007), have been well studied. But, fisheries induced selection on other traits, such as
behavioural traits, are only recently receiving research attention despite the theoretical
importance (Allendorf and Hard 2009; Diaz Pauli and Sih 2017; Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2008).
The idea that fishing may selectively capture fish based on their behaviour is not new (see
Conrad et al. 2011; Diaz Pauli and Sih 2017; Fernö 1993; Mittelbach et al. 2014), and was
discussed as early as 1957, by Miller (1957), who noted in particular that brown trout, Salmo
trutto, which have been subjected to angling for at least several thousand years are more
14

resistant to angling than rainbow trout, Oncorhynchus mykiss, which have only been subjected
to angling for several hundred years.
I narrowed my investigation of selective angling to focus on the importance of
behavioural traits associated with the encounter between fish and fishers, the second
fundamental component of vulnerability in Paper I. There were several justifications for
focusing on encounter rate. Namely, in fisheries science it is widely assumed that elevated
encounter rates between fish and fishers result in higher vulnerability to angling (Alós et al.
2012; Cox and Walters 2002; Seekell 2011); however, this assumption has never been
empirically tested. Moreover, Paper I emphasizes that fish-fisher encounter rate is controlled
strongly by fish and fisher movement patterns, foraging patterns, predator avoidance
behaviour, and behavioural responses to environmental changes, which align well with
standard animal personality traits and behavioural types (see Réale et al. 2007 and Spiegel et
al. 2017) such as activity, exploration and boldness (Kobler et al. 2009; Nilsson et al. 2014).
Hence there is a preexisting framework and body of literature for measuring, understanding
and interpreting encounter related behaviours (e.g. Harrison et al. 2015; Olsen et al. 2012). As
well, Alós et al. (2012) provided an experimental roadmap with clear predictions for the
strength and direction of angling induced selection against both fish activity and home-range
size over a spectrum of simulated angler movement patterns assuming encounter rates indeed
relate to the probability of capture. Lastly, through the use of tagging and tracking
technologies like acoustic telemetry, fish movements, space use and encounters with anglers
are relatively easy to measure in the wild under real angling scenarios (Baktoft et al. 2015;
Hussey et al. 2015), in comparison to a fish`s internal state or aggressive behaviours.

1.2.1 Fish behavioural types
For fish to be selectively captured based on their behaviours, it is necessary that
individual differences in behaviour among fish are consistent (Diaz Pauli and Sih 2017). New
research and understanding in the last decade and a half on behavioural types (Conrad et al.
2011; Dall et al. 2004; Gosling 2001; Sih et al. 2004; Wolf and Weissing 2012), which
emphasizes the consistency in individual differences in behaviour across situations and
contexts, may have stimulated research in behaviourally selective fishing (Allendorf and Hard
2009; Diaz Pauli and Sih 2017; Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2008). Studies of behavioural types have
borrowed a measurement from quantitative genetics, called repeatability, to quantify the
consistency of behavioural differences among individuals within populations over time (Bell
et al. 2009; Hayes and Jenkins 1997). Repeatability is calculated as the proportion of total
variation in behaviour in a population (the sum of among-individual variation & within15

individual variation) that can be attributed to the among-individual variation. Repeatability
ranges between zero and one, and a repeatability value closer to one indicates greater
differences in consistent behaviour among individuals. A meta-analysis has shown that on
average 35% of variation in behaviour can be attributed to consistent among individual
differences in behaviours (Bell et al. 2009). Though most previous research into behavioural
types has been conducted in laboratory environments, fish behaviour has also been shown to
be repeatable in the wild over relatively long time scales (22 days: Alós et al. 2016; 2 years
Harrison et al. 2015; 1 year: Nakayama et al. 2016; 3 months: Olsen et al., 2012; 3 years:
Villegas-Ríos et al. 2017).
Variation in behaviour among individuals is a result of both genetic variation and
phenotypic plasticity (Dingemanse and Wolf 2010; Nakayama et al. 2016) and therefore the
repeatability of a trait can represent an upper limit to heritability (Dochtermann et al. 2015;but
see Dohm 2002). Estimates of the heritability of vertebrate behaviours have ranged from
~0.26 to ~0.5 (Mousseau and Roff 1987; Postma 2014; Stirling et al. 2002; Van Oers and
Sinn 2013), and the portion of personality traits that can be attributed to additive genetic
variation has been estimated to be 0.52 by Dochtermann et al. (2015). It is noteworthy that
behaviours are typically estimated as more heritable than life-history traits, which commonly
have heritabilities of 0.1-0.2 (Enberg et al. 2012; Jørgensen et al. 2007), but life-history traits
already show substantial evolutionary changes caused by fishing (Heino et al. 2015;
Kuparinen and Festa-bianchet 2017), hence the evolutionary response of behaviour to angling
is expected to be strong. However, Bierbach et al. (2017) recently demonstrated clonal
mollies (Poecilia formosa) develop behavioural types despite being reared under identical
conditions, which contradicts the notion that behaviour is highly heritable. Behaviour is also
much more plastic than other life-history, physiological or morphological traits, which allows
fish to behaviourally react to angling over short timescales. Therefore, regardless of the
heritability of behaviour, angling is expected to induce strong changes in behaviour. Declines
in catch rates are well documented (Anderson and LeRoy Heman 1969; Beukema 1970a;
Lennox et al. 2016; Raat 1985) and have been best explained by behavioural changes (Askey
et al. 2006).

1.2.2 Fish behaviour mechanisms
Recreational angling may lead to behavioural changes in a fish population through a
number of interrelated mechanisms which either select directly or indirectly against fish
behaviour (Andersen et al. 2018; Diaz Pauli et al. 2015). The relationships among behaviour,
physiology, morphology and life history traits render multiple pathways to induce behavioural
16

changes (Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2008) in which both genotypic and phenotypic responses
(Enberg et al. 2012; Kuparinen and Merilä 2007) and forces of natural selection (e.g., Carlson
et al. 2007; Edeline et al. 2007) must be considered. The most common explanation for
selection against the movement and space use behaviours, which are under investigation in
this dissertation, is that greater activity and space-use increases the encounter rate with baits
and lures which leads to a higher probability of capture (Alós et al. 2012; Mee et al. 2017;
Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2008). The greater exposure to fishing gear from high movement and
space use is often modelled with a random component (Alós et al. 2012, 2016b; Mee et al.
2017). However, fish movement is guided by a number of factors such as finding food and
avoiding predators (Lima and Dill 1990; McNamara and Houston 1986; Nathan et al. 2008).
Hence, increased movement or space use could reasonably be the result of a greater
requirement to forage which in turn may be caused by a higher energetic demand (Enberg et
al. 2012; Metcalfe et al. 2016). Encounter rates may also be related to risk taking and boldness
(Ahrens et al. 2012; Biro and Post 2008; Klefoth et al. 2013a), as the benefits of foraging to
acquire resources trade-off against the costs of parasites, predators and infections (Barber et
al. 2000; Enberg et al. 2012; Hulthén et al. 2017). It is therefore also possible for a fish to
have high encounter rates without necessarily having high movement or space use behaviour.
Behaviours such as boldness and aggression can also relate to vulnerability by
increasing the likelihood of biting a bait or lure following an encounter (Andersen et al. 2018;
Jorgensen and Holt 2013; Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2008). The angler-fish relationship can be
likened to a predator-prey relationship. The classic predator foraging cycle (Figure 2) outlines
the steps that animals take to successfully capture prey (Hart 1997; Holling 1965) and shows
there are many small steps, and importantly opportunities, after encounter on which
behaviours can act to determine vulnerability. Fish behaviours affecting the steps following a
gear encounter may therefore be as important as behaviours driving encounters.
Problematically, the same behaviours (e.g. boldness) can drive vulnerability through both
encounter and non-encounter mechanisms. Therefore to distinguish the mechanism, it is
critical that gear encounters are measured in addition to fish behaviours.
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Figure 2. The foraging cycle, adapted from (Hart 1997) with the locations of hypothesized
key behavioural influences.
Behavioural traits commonly covary with other behavioural traits and with lifehistory, physiological and morphological traits (Conrad et al. 2011; Réale et al. 2010).
Specifically, the pace-of-life syndrome hypothesises that fast life histories, characterized by
fast growth, young age at maturity and high reproductive investment, positively correlate with
more active, social, exploratory, aggressive and bold individuals (Réale et al. 2010).
Commonly if one trait is driving selective capture other covarying traits will also appear to
also be under selection and therefore the mechanism driving vulnerability can be unclear and
conflated (Andersen et al. 2018). It is also important to distinguish which traits are directly
under selection and which traits are indirectly selected for, because a trait under indirect
selection could decouple from the correlated trait under direct selection depending on the
strength of the genetic linkage between the two traits and the fitness benefits of the indirectly
selected trait (Dochtermann and Dingemanse 2013; Heinen-Kay et al. 2016). Moreover a trait
that is seemingly not under selection may turn out to be indirectly selected against in
counterintuitive ways (Andersen et al. 2018).
One commonly selectively angled trait thought to covary with fish behaviour is size
(Andersen et al. 2018). The selective capture of relatively large individuals is common across
fisheries (Heino et al. 2015; Kuparinen and Festa-bianchet 2017; Lewin et al. 2006), but
angling induced selection against behaviour and against size are often conflated (Andersen et
al. 2018; Enberg et al. 2012). Individuals, trade-off high growth rates against the risk of
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mortality through foraging in risky habitats, (Conover and Present 2016; Enberg et al. 2012)
and therefore individuals that forage more and grow faster are also typically bolder, more
explorative and more active. Accordingly, direct selection on size (an outcome of a lifehistory trait) can affect fish behaviours (Biro and Sampson 2015) and vice versa via growth
processes. In a recent paper Andersen et al. (2018) have modelled the effects of random
unselective fishing, direct selection on size, direct selection on behaviour (boldness) and
direct selection on both size and behaviour. Direct selection on size can occur because of
harvest restrictions such as minimum length limits (Jorgensen et al. 2009; Matsumura et al.
2011), or because of gear selectivity, for example where large hooks exclude fish with
smaller gape sizes (Arlinghaus et al. 2008; Wilde et al. 2003). Selection against fast growing
individuals promotes a slower pace-of-life and therefore direct selection against large sizes is
expected to decrease boldness and activity and selection against large sizes and behaviour
simultaneously is expected to exaggerate the strength of behavioural selection (Andersen et al.
2018). However, importantly the elevated fishing mortality even under random unselective
fishing promotes a faster pace-of-life (Heino et al. 2015) which in turn promotes bolder
individuals (Jorgensen and Holt 2013). If selection against boldness is not strong enough to
outweigh the effect of increased boldness because of elevated mortality then the outcome of
direct selection against boldness may be counterintuitive (Andersen et al. 2018). One of the
key lessons is that a multi-trait approach should be considered when studying the response of
behaviourally selective capture.
The expected outcomes of behaviourally selective fishing are complicated even further
by plastic changes and compensatory effects, which can appear similar to harvest-induced
evolutionary changes (Kuparinen and Festa-bianchet 2017; Kuparinen and Merilä 2007). For
example, the slow growth of slower growing genotypes, may be offset by a compensatory
increase in growth from relaxed competition in a less dense fished population (Kuparinen and
Merilä 2007; Lorenzen and Enberg 2002). Plastic behavioural reactions to fishing are also
well described and can occur through learned hook-avoidance (Askey et al. 2013; Beukema
1970a; Klefoth et al. 2013a), or changes in spatial behaviour (Jacobsen et al. 2014). It is
therefore clear that studies of phenotypic changes resulting from fishing must consider
changes in the context of both phenotypic plasticity and genetic changes.

1.2.3 Angler behaviour mechanisms
Understanding behavioural selection from fishing also requires an understanding of
angler behaviour in addition to an understanding of fish behaviour (Alós et al. 2012; Matthias
et al. 2014). More specifically, the searching patterns of the anglers should affect encounter
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rates, and the choice and use of fishing gear (Diaz Pauli et al. 2015; Wilde et al. 2003), baits
or lures (Lennox et al. 2016; Wilson et al. 2015, 2011) will affect the gear selectivity (Lewin
et al. 2006; Wilson et al. 2015). It follows that if activity is selected against because highly
active fish have higher encounter rates with fishing gear, then the movement rates of the
fishers will modify the importance of activity by also increasing or decreasing encounter
rates. Simulations by Alós et al. (2012) found stronger selection against fish activity when
anglers were free to move than when they were confined to a fixed position; however, anglers
in a fixed position selected against home range size, while moving anglers did not. Note that
the simulations by Alós et al. (2012) assume capture is probabilistically related to encounters
between fish and fishers. Nevertheless, Alós et al. (2012) highlights that the strength and
direction of selection can be highly dependent on fisher behaviour.
In addition to employing a variety of searching strategies, anglers have a variety of
fishing gears at their disposal (Gabriel et al. 2005). Broadly, active gears, including trawling
or seining are moved by humans or machines towards the targeted species (Gabriel et al.
2005), and are thought to selectively capture shy fish in opposition to the bolder fish expected
to be captured passive gears (Andersen et al. 2018; Diaz Pauli et al. 2015). Hence,
behavioural selection is highly dependent on the fishing gear. While active and passive gears
are quite different, subtler differences in bait type are also expected to select for different
behaviour types. Natural baits are typically more attractive to fish and result in higher
vulnerability and catch-per-unit effort (Lokkeborg et al. 2014; Payer et al. 1989; but see
Arlinghaus et al., 2008). Accordingly, as a bait becomes increasingly artificial, the magnitude
of selection against boldness is also expected to increase (Wilson et al. 2015). Moreover, sizeselectivity is highly related to fishing gear specifications (Lokkeborg et al. 2014; Wilde et al.
2003). The links between fish size, growth rate and behaviour outlined in section 1.2.2,
indicate that variability in size selectivity should also relate to variability in behavioural
selectivity (Andersen et al. 2018).
Indeed, anglers are overall very heterogeneous. Anglers also vary according to the
species and individual fish they target (e.g. trophy or consumption based) and their level of
specialization (Bryan 1977; Chipman and Helfrich 1988; Ditton et al. 1992; Fisher 1997; Hutt
and Bettoli 2007). Further, anglers are thought to vary according to general angling skill
(Dorow et al. 2010; Heermann et al. 2013; Ward et al. 2013) and they are known to be selfsorting across waterbodies (Hunt et al. 2011; Post 2013; Post and Parkinson 2012) and
possibly within a waterbody (Matthias et al. 2014). Therefore, there is reason to expect that
the angler behaviour will systematically affect certain lakes and certain gear types. Angler
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skill, problematically, remains a poorly defined and difficult to measure concept and it is
unclear how much high catch rates are caused by a skill effect relative to random chance
(Seekell 2011; Thompson Jr 1976). The angler component of behavioural selection has not
been studied and indeed little is known about how anglers search on a lake, or what kinds of
fish they capture. The simulations of Alós et al. (2012) demonstrate the importance of just
angler mobility alone to alter the selection gradients of fish populations. Other interactions
with angler behaviour, such as the effects of shifts in social behaviour (Stoop et al. 2012) on
the selective capture of behaviour types, have scarcely been considered.

1.3 Evidence of angling-induced behavioural selection
Despite strong theoretical reasons to expect behavioural selection from angling, the
empirical evidence for behaviour relating to fishing vulnerability provides mixed results
(Table 1) and few generalizations (for reviews see: Arlinghaus et al. 2017c; Diaz Pauli and
Sih 2017). Experimental approaches are also variable and include capturing wild fish with
different baits or gears and assaying behaviour in a laboratory environment (Tsuboi et al.
2016; Wilson et al. 2015, 2011, 1993) or a semi-natural environment (Härkonen et al. 2016;
Härkönen et al. 2014; Kekäläinen et al. 2014; Vainikka et al. 2016), assaying and capturing
fish in a semi-natural environment (Klefoth et al. 2013a, 2012, 2017), assaying and capturing
fish in the laboratory (Diaz Pauli et al. 2015; Killen et al. 2015), investigating behavioural
differences of selection lines in the laboratory (Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015) or semi-natural
conditions (Binder et al. 2012; Cooke et al. 2007; Nannini et al. 2011; Philipp et al. 2009;
Redpath et al. 2010; Sutter et al. 2012), assaying behaviour in the wild and recapturing tagged
fish (Alós et al. 2016b; Olsen et al. 2012; Wiig et al. 2014), or releasing fish with known
behavioural differences into the wild and recapturing them (Biro and Post 2008).
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Table 1. Summary of studies investigating the relationship between behaviour and vulnerability to fishing.
Active or
Passive
Passive

Gear Type

Species

Behavioural Selection

Angling

Xyrichthys novacula

Active/Passive

Gadus morhua

Passive

Trawls, Gill
nets &
Angling
Angling

Fish that explored their home ranges more and had higher activity
were preferentially captured
Cod that had larger diurnal migrations from deeper water to
shallower water at the shore were more vulnerable to capture

Cyprinus carpio

Passive

Angling

Micropterus salmoides

Passive

Angling

Active

Culling

Oncorhynchus masou
ishikawae
Danio rerio

Active/Passive

Active

Seine Net &
Trap
Seine Net &
Angling
Angling

Passive
Passive

Angling
Angling

Micropterus salmoides
& Ambloplites rupestris
Salmo trutta
Perca fluviatilis

Passive

Angling

Perca fluviatilis

Passive
Passive

Angling
Traps

Perca fluviatilis
Homarus gammarus

Passive

Gill Nets

Oncorhynchus mykiss

Active/Passive

Trawls &
Traps
Angling

Poecilia reticulata

Angling &
Hoop net
Angling
Traps

Micropterus salmoides

Active/Passive
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Passive
Passive
Passive
Passive

Lepomis gibbosus
Lepomis machrochirus

Esox lucius

Ambloplites rupestris
Cherax destructor

Angling
Environment
Wild

Assay
Environment
Wild

Citation

Wild

Wild

(Olsen et al. 2012)

Bold fish were preferentially captured in the long term

Semi-natural

Semi-natural

High vulnerability selection line had more aggressive males than
low vulnerability line. No differences in activity
Fish from high fishing pressure streams are shyer and less
vulnerable than fish from low fishing pressure streams
Positive size selection of zebrafish over five generations results in
bolder fish
No differences in boldness between fish captured by seine or fish
captured by trap
Fish angled in the wild were shyer than fish captured by seine net

Semi-natural &
Selection lines
Wild

Laboratory

(Klefoth, Thomas et al.
In Press)
(Binder et al. 2012;
Sutter et al. 2012)
(Tsuboi et al. 2016)

Laboratory &
Selection lines
Wild

Laboratory
Laboratory

(Uusi-Heikkilä et al.
2015)
(Wilson et al. 1993)

Wild

Laboratory

(Wilson et al. 2011)

Large fish captured by natural bait were shyer than large fish
captured by artificial lures, but the reverse was true for small fish
Vulnerable trout were more exploratory initially
Perch captured on natural bait had higher early exploration and
activity than perch captured on artificial lures. No differences in
boldness
No relation between boldness or activity and angling method or
capture order
Boldness did not predict capture order of fish
Lobsters with home ranges outside trap dense regions better
survived the fishery
More domesticated, bold and active trout were captured earlier and
faster
Bold individuals were caught faster by trapping but better escaped
a trawl
More active fish with larger home ranges were preferentially
captured
Fish caught by angling were more active, but not bolder, than fish
caught by hoop nets
Bold rockbass were preferentially captured
Bold and fast growing individuals were captured in non-size
selective traps

Wild

Laboratory

(Wilson et al. 2015)

Semi-natural
Wild

Semi-natural
Semi-natural

(Härkönen et al. 2014)
(Härkonen et al. 2016)

Wild

Laboratory

(Kekäläinen et al. 2014)

Wild
Wild

Semi-natural
Wild

(Vainikka et al. 2016)
(Wiig et al. 2014)

Wild

Semi-natural

(Biro and Post 2008)

Laboratory

Laboratory

(Diaz Pauli et al. 2015)

Wild

Wild

(Pieterek 2014)

Wild

Laboratory

(Cooke et al. 2017)

Laboratory
Laboratory

Laboratory
Laboratory

(Fedele 2017)
(Biro and Sampson
2015)

Laboratory

(Alós et al. 2016b)

Though the number of studies investigating the behavioural basis of vulnerability is
growing, very few have investigated the mechanisms and the importance of encounters
between fish and fishers. In an experimental pond based environment (Klefoth et al. 2017)
found that the time at feeding patches and refuge use was the main driver of long-term
vulnerability. These behaviours can be interpreted as relating to risk taking (i.e., boldness) and
bait encounters. In the same experimental pond setup, (Klefoth et al. 2013a) found that bolder
and more domesticated carp with higher feed intake were also selectively angled in
comparison to shyer more wild-type carp. Therefore bait encounters and feeding site use
indeed relates to angling vulnerability, at least a fine scale and semi-natural system.
Several acoustic-telemetry studies in the wild also suggest that encounters and
associated behaviours may be important for angling vulnerability. Wiig et al. (2014) found
European lobsters, Homarus gammarus, with short-term home ranges away from trap dense
areas were more likely to survive the fishery, but lobster home-range size or site fidelity were
unrelated to vulnerability to trapping. As well, Olsen et al. (2012) reported Atlantic cod,
Gadus morhua, with a stronger diel vertical migration offshore to inshore were more likely to
be capture by a range of passive fishing gears, likely because of higher encounter rates in
near-shore fisheries, though activity and home range size were unrelated to vulnerability. By
contrast, both Alós et al. (2016b) and Pieterek (2014) found activity and home-range size to
positively relate to pearly razorfish, Xyrichthys novacula, and northern pike, Esox lucius,
angling vulnerability respectively, although actual encounter rates could not be measured in
these studies. Higher encounter rates may also explain why bolder and more active trout were
captured earlier and at a higher rate by gillnets than their shy and less active counterparts
(Biro and Post 2008), but it is not clear if capture by gillnets should follow the same
mechanisms as capture by hook-and-line (Diaz Pauli and Sih 2017).
A number of studies where fish were assessed in the lab did not find any positive
relationship between activity or boldness and angling vulnerability (Härkonen et al. 2016;
Härkönen et al. 2014; Wilson et al. 2011) or capture order (Kekäläinen et al. 2014; Vainikka
et al. 2016, 2012). Wilson et al. (2011) found fish captured by angling were actually shyer
than fish captured by active seining, but differences in sampling habitat between the two gear
types may explain this surprising result. Diaz Pauli et al. (2015) also compared the selectivity
of active and passive gear-types and found that shy guppies, Poecilia reticulata, were
captured by trawling while bolder guppies were more likely to enter traps. Amago salmon,
Oncorhynchus masou ishikawae, did show a positive relationship between boldness and
angling vulnerability as highly vulnerable salmon in low-angling pressure streams were
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bolder than low vulnerability salmon in high-angling pressure streams (Tsuboi et al. 2016).
Though Härkonen et al. (2016) and Härkönen et al. (2014) did not find boldness to relate to
angling vulnerability in both Eurasian perch, Perca fluviatilis, and brown trout, Salmo trutta,
and exploration in the early stages of measurement was found to be an important predictor of
vulnerability in both species.
Extensive work investigating behavioural, life-history and physiological aspects of
vulnerability has been conducted on truncated selection lines of largemouth bass, Micropterus
salmoides, selected for high and low vulnerability over four generations (Philipp et al. 2009).
The behavioural differences between the high and low vulnerability lines related to foraging
and nest defense, where the large high vulnerability males were more aggressive while
defending their nests than the low vulnerability males (Sutter et al. 2012) and the high
vulnerability fish attacked fewer prey items, but had an overall higher capture success with
fewer prey rejection rates and earlier reaction times than the low vulnerability fish (Nannini et
al. 2011). Importantly, because of better parental care through nest defense, the high
vulnerability line had higher reproductive output in an unfished environment indicating
differences in angling vulnerability can also relate to fitness differences (Sutter et al. 2012).
Counter to expectations there were no differences in activity between the two largemouth bass
selection lines (Binder et al. 2012). The high vulnerability fish were less efficient at
converting food into growth (Nannini et al. 2011) and had a faster standard and maximum
metabolic rate (Redpath et al. 2010). The differences in metabolic rate between the selection
lines was further supported in the wild, where unexploited populations of largemouth bass
were found to have lower resting metabolic rates than exploited ones (Hessenauer et al. 2015).
Lastly, using fish from the same selection lines Louison et al. (2017) found fish with a weaker
hormonal stress response were most likely to be captured. Hence there is accumulating
evidence that largemouth bass vulnerability is the result of both behavioural and physiological
differences, which are likely related (Biro and Stamps 2010).
In line with the modelling by Andersen et al. (2018), evidence is also accumulating
that selection on behaviour will also select on life-history traits such as growth rate. Biro and
Sampson (2015) found that yabbie crayfish, Cherax destructor, were entering traps in a
laboratory because of their boldness during the night-time, but the captured crayfish also had
a higher growth rate than the uncaptured crayfish. It is not clear if the results from trapping a
crustacean species transfer to angling for fishes. However, the recent findings of Klefoth et al.
(2017) do agree with Biro and Sampson (2015) as bolder and faster growing carp were
captured over a 20 day angling experiment, although the correlation between boldness and
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growth rate during the experiment was only 0.31, much less than the 0.96 correlation between
boldness and growth rate measured by Biro and Sampson (2015b). Interestingly, boldness was
only a predictor of angling vulnerability after consideration of long-term angling vulnerability
and after the first seven days of angling fish size was the best predictor of angling
vulnerability (Klefoth et al. 2017).
Far fewer investigations into the behavioural components of angling vulnerability
have considered the effects of the fishers. Recently, Wilson et al. (2015) showed that angler
choices are indeed important components of behavioural selectivity from angling, as
relatively large largemouth bass and rock bass that were caught with a plastic crank bait were
bolder than large rock bass and largemouth bass caught with a more natural soft-plastic worm,
although smaller fish showed no lure-specific differences in boldness. Additionally, Matthias
et al. (2014) observed in a single lake that offshore anglers targeting largely offshore
largemouth bass had much higher catch rates than the inshore anglers. However, Matthias et
al. 2014) could not discern whether the higher catch rates offshore were because the offshore
bass were intrinsically more vulnerable to angling, or whether the offshore anglers were
overall more skilled. Regardless of the mechanism, Matthias et al. (2014) has demonstrated
interactions between the spatial behaviour of the fish and the spatial behaviour of anglers can
affect vulnerability.
In summary, some relationship between fish behaviour and vulnerability has been
consistently found; however, the behaviours involved and the directions of the relationships
are inconsistent. Unfortunately the methodologies and experimental settings of the studies
listed in Table 1 are incomparable and therefore the reasons for inconsistent findings cannot
be determined. One possibility is that the behavioural component of vulnerability is very
species and fishery specific; however, it is also possible that many behavioural measurements
in a laboratory environment do not represent the behaviour of the same individuals in the wild
(Carter et al. 2013; Klefoth et al. 2012). Further, there is evidence that fine scale encounters
do determine vulnerability in ponds (Klefoth et al. 2017) and some suggestions that
encounters are important in the wild (Alós et al. 2016b; Olsen et al. 2012; Wiig et al. 2014),
but a more explicit measurement of encounters between fish and fishers in the wild is
required. Technological advancements are making it possible to automatically and remotely
track animals in the wild at increasing resolutions and durations (Hussey et al. 2015; Lennox
et al. 2017b; Wilmers et al. 2015) to an extent that approaches reality (Krause et al. 2013). In
the case of freshwater fish, a high-resolution whole-lake acoustic telemetry system offers a
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solution to avoid (Baktoft et al. 2015) a validity bias and gather data in situ, which is the
approach used in this dissertation.
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2. Objectives, Dissertation Structure, and
Hypotheses
The objective of this dissertation was to deepen the understanding of the role both fish
and angler behaviour has in vulnerability to angling with an emphasis on investigating the
potential for the selective capture of the fish behaviours that are expected to modify encounter
rates between fish and anglers in the wild. To do this I followed a logical framework outlined
in Figure 3 which moves from the developing a conceptual understanding of vulnerability, to
empirical studies of behavioural selection in the wild, to consideration of the consequences of
the empirical results and finally to the presentation of a framework for guiding future work.
The three empirical studies form a core component of the dissertation and shared a
reality mining approach to experimentation (Krause et al. 2013). In the empirical studies four
different fish species were targeted by experimental angling varied by angler search pattern.
Specifically, anglers fixed along the shoreline targeted common carp (Cyprinus carpio) and
tench (Tinca tinca) together in Paper II, and freely searching anglers in boats targeted
Eurasian perch (Perca fluviatilis) in Paper III and northern pike (Esox lucius) in Paper IV.
Accordingly, with these contrasting fish-fisher interactions, I tested the simulation-based
predictions of angling selection on activity and home-range size by Alós et al. (2012)
empirically in the wild.
Alós et al. (2012) assumed a higher encounter rate between an individual fish and an
angler always increases the probability of capture. Therefore, I hypothesized that if encounter
rates between fish and anglers are indeed a critical determinant of angling vulnerability as
assumed in Alós et al. (2012) and described in Paper I, then my findings should match the
predictions of Alós et al. (2012). Thus, I hypothesized that 1) anglers fishing from a fixed
position along the shore in Paper II would select strongly against activity space size, and
weakly against activity, 2) freely searching anglers targeting a highly mobile fish in Paper III
would select strongly against activity and exert weak to non-existent selection against activity
space size, and 3) freely searching anglers targeting a relatively sedentary fish in Paper IV
would exert selection pressures against activity and activity space size in between those found
in Papers II and III. If these hypotheses are supported, the predictions of (Alós et al. 2012)
would be verified and higher encounter rates would be known to be a key mechanism
regulating angling vulnerability.
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Figure 3. An outline of the structure of this dissertation which flows conceptually from the
top of the figure to the bottom. The purpose and type of paper is described on the figure`s
right side. Silhouettes show the study species and angling gear used in each paper, chosen
according to fish and fisher mobility for testing the hypotheses of Alós et al. (2012) .
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3. Methodological Overview
3.1 Overview
In section 3, I describe and justify the methods I used in Papers II - IV in addition to
the unpublished analysis of pike behaviour. Papers I, V, VI and VII are conceptual and
therefore they are not referenced in this section. I conducted three experiments which
corresponded to Papers II - IV, plus an unpublished analysis of pike behaviour which
supplements Paper IV. Each experiment followed the same general design to relate fish
behaviour to angling vulnerability with slight variations. I measured fish behaviour in the wild
and measured a suite of behaviours related to activity, and bait or angler encounters using an
acoustic telemetry system. Tracked fish were targeted by angling and were identified after
capture. From the data collected, first behavioural phenotypes were calculated and
assumptions of consistent individual differences in individual behaviour were checked. Next,
I tested for relationships of the behavioural phenotypes and life-history traits (when possible)
to the time to capture from the beginning of the fishing effort, or the binary outcome of
whether the fish was captured or not captured. In this way I could test for a relationship of fish
behaviour in the wild and angling vulnerability.

3.2 Study site
All experiments were conducted in one research lake, Kleiner Döllnsee, in
Brandenburg Germany (52˚59'32.1"N, 13˚34'46.5"E). Kleiner Döllnsee was chosen as a study
site for several reasons. Firstly, at 25 ha in area, it is a lake of appropriate size. The lake is not
too large to be managed, it can be covered by a small boat in a short time and an acoustic
telemetry system covers the whole lake. However, Kleiner Döllnsee is large enough that
anglers need to spend substantial time and effort to search the lake for fish, it hosts fish
populations large enough that many large fish can be tagged, and fish have space to distribute
over several habitats promoting diverse fish behaviours. Kleiner Döllnsee has also been
closed to the public since the early 1990s, which allows complete research control and
detailed records of fishing pressure are available over the past decade. Furthermore, the
visibility of Kleiner Döllnsee is relatively low (~2 m secchi depth during experiments),
adding an additional challenge for anglers to find fish, because they cannot easily see targeted
fish, or additional cues of the presence of target fish, such as prey fish, (e.g. rudd, Scardinius
erythrophthalmus, or roach, Rutilus rutilus) (Kobler et al. 2009), submerged macrophytes or
substrate type. Some degree of difficulty for anglers to find perch was required in Paper III.
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3.3 Study species
I used four study species, all found in local lakes and rivers with a high angling
demand. The study species were chosen to explore whether the relationship between
individual behaviour and angling variability varies across feeding guilds, angling techniques,
and angler search strategy. As the studies were separate, and time and tagging opportunities
were limited, the species comparison is not a fully controlled study design. Nevertheless this
is the only multispecies comparison of angling vulnerability in the same study lake with very
similar study design to my knowledge and therefore despite the lack of a controlled design the
species comparison is still useful for generating new hypotheses. I used common carp,
Cyprinus carpio, and tench, Tinca tinca, in Paper II, perch, Perca fluviatilis, in Paper III
and northern pike, Esox lucius, in Paper IV and an unpublished analysis.

3.3.1 Carp
Common carp is a cyprinid fish that has been highly cultured in Europe since the 13th
and 14th centuries (Bakos and Gorda 1995; Balon 1995). Therefore it has a long history of
domestication and management. Common carp was chosen as a study species for Paper II
because the mechanistic basis of vulnerability in common carp has been heavily studied in the
lab and in a semi-natural environment (Klefoth et al. 2017, 2013a, 2012) and I aimed to test
the findings of Klefoth et al., (2017) in the wild. The choice of common carp as a study
species offers several other benefits. Firstly, the steps of feeding behaviour (Sibbing et al.
1986) and taste preferences (Kasumyan 2000), which are highly related to processes of
ingesting angling hooks (Klefoth et al. 2017; Lennox et al. 2017a; Rapp et al. 2008) have been
outlined in detail, which allows for an understanding of how feeding behaviour may interact
with vulnerability. Carp are also considered an intelligent fish species and hook avoidance
and learning have been demonstrated repeatedly (Beukema 1970b; Klefoth et al. 2013a, 2012;
Raat 1985). In Paper II the hook avoidance offered key insights into how carp behaviour may
relate to angling vulnerability. Lastly, the style of angling used to target carp, which involves
prebaiting angling sites with patches of baits (e.g. corn, boilies, or nuts, Arlinghaus and Niesar
2005; Niesar et al. 2004), using a bolt-rig for self hooking, and long waiting times
(Arlinghaus 2007; Rapp et al. 2008), enabled, me to manipulate the lake-habitat/resource
availability to evaluate behavioural types over a number of contexts. The fishing style also
enabled me to create fixed encounter sites to measure encounter behaviour to test the
predictions of Alós et al. (2012) under the non-mobile angler scenario.
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3.3.2 Tench
Tench was chosen as a second study species in Paper II as a second example of a
benthivorous cyprinid, after carp, and tench are targeted by the same angling techniques as
carp. Therefore, I could test the consistency of my results across two very similar species.
Much less is known about tench biology and therefore tracking tench was an opportunity to
gain some unique biological insights. It is known that tench are a shyer species than carp
using refuge habitat more frequently and the species is known to show long periods of
inactivity with nocturnal foraging and low intake rates of prey (Perrow et al. 1996; Rosa
1958). Tench and carp also can be in competition for resources (Adámek et al. 2003), adding
another dynamic to the study.

3.3.3 Perch
In Paper III freely searching anglers were searching for a highly mobile fish and
therefore, I could check the predictions of a second fishing style simulated by Alós et al.
(2012). The behavioural basis of angling vulnerability has also been studied in perch in a
semi-natural environment (Härkonen et al. 2016; Kekäläinen et al. 2014; Vainikka et al.
2016), from which I could form hypotheses. There were additional reasons to choose perch as
a study species for Paper III. Much is known about perch behaviour in the lab (Hellström and
Magnhagen 2017; Magnhagen and Bunnefeld 2009) and in the field (Nakayama et al. 2016,
2017) (the same study lake). The basic predictors of perch angling success have also been
modelled (Heermann et al. 2009) and angling vulnerability has been related to perch
behaviours in a laboratory context (Härkönen et al. 2014; Kekäläinen et al. 2014; Vainikka et
al. 2016). In general, perch is becoming somewhat of a model species for comparative studies
of behavioural ecology (Vainikka et al. 2016) and has been a key model species on freshwater
community ecology (Eklöv and Persson 1995). Finding perch in an unknown lake also
presents difficult enough challenge that there was variation in catch rates, but there was still a
high enough catch rate to generate data for testing my hypotheses.

3.3.4 Pike
In Paper IV and the unpublished analysis included in this dissertation I used northern
pike as a top sit-and-wait (i.e. ambush) predator. Pike has also become of a model species for
investigating top-predator behaviour (Forsman et al. 2015; Kobler et al. 2009). The ambush
foraging mode combined with the intraspecific spatial avoidance (Eklöv 1992; Nilsson 2006;
Raat 1988), offers a unique comparison to Paper III with perch, because of the similar
angling techniques employed. Using pike, I also investigated the possibility to rapidly assess
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behavioural types for future studies and a comparison of behaviour to several physiological
and life-history traits to test behavioural based angling vulnerability in the context of the
pace-of-life hypothesis. Much is also known about the abiotic correlates of angling
vulnerability in this species in the same lake, as well as lure preference and movement
ecology (Arlinghaus et al. 2017b; Kobler et al. 2008; Kuparinen et al. 2010).
In an unpublished analysis I followed a very similar study approach to Papers II and
III. I followed 50 individual pike (TL: 34.3 - 80.3 cm, mass: 233-2850 g, 46 females and 4
males) from September 10, 2009 until March 21, 2011. See Hühn et al. (2014) for a full
description of surgery methods for these fish. The pike were tagged with combined radio and
acoustic transmitters (Lotek Wireless, Newmarket, Ontario Canada; transmitter models: CHTP 11-25, n = 13, dimensions = 11 x 65 mm, weight = 12.0 g; CH-TP-16-25, n = 21,
dimensions = 16 x 55 mm, weight = 26.0 g; CH-TP-16-33, n = 16, dimensions = 16 x 63 mm,
weight = 32.0 g), between September 8 and November 12, 2009. All transmitters were preprogrammed to have a 9.2 to 18.4 second transmission frequency. During tagging, each fish's
sex, size (TL), and weight were measured, and scales were removed dorsally to the lateral line
for later aging and growth estimation (growth was estimated according to Paper IV). The
pike were also tagged with 12 mm passive integrated transponder (PIT) tags (Oregon RFID,
USA) which were inserted into the dorsal musculature for identification upon recapture.
Original sampling of pike was conducted by both angling and electrofishing. Therefore some
fish were immediately known to be vulnerable to angling.
The behaviour (over short seasonal time periods) of these pike has been previously
analysed for relationships with angling vulnerability (see Pieterek 2014) and it was concluded
that in the short term larger, more active pike with larger home ranges were more vulnerable
to angling. The purpose of my analysis was to check if these findings were valid when
behaviour was measured over a much longer time period (1.5 years). Therefore I hypothesized
that I would find the same relationship over a much longer term. I considered the behavioural
effects of daily mean distance to the shoreline, mean vertical position in the water column
(depth), mean latitude and mean longitude in addition to the total distance swam and the 95%
activity space size. I also considered the total length of the pike and the absolute growth rate
from age one until age two. The exact fishing effort, in terms of “rod hours” was unavailable,
therefore I could not predict vulnerability as speed to capture. I could test for the effects of
pike behaviour and life-history traits on whether a pike was captured or never capture by
angling, and on how many times a pike was captured, as a more vulnerable individual will be
recaptured more times than a less vulnerable individual.
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3.4 Telemetry and reality mining
In 2009, the study lake, Kleiner Döllnsee, was equipped with an acoustic telemetry
system. The system comprises 20 underwater microphones (hydrophones) which, because of
the use of CDMA coding technology, can collect signals from multiple ultrasonic acoustic
transmitters simultaneously. The disparity in the time of arrival of a signal from one acoustic
tag to multiple hydrophones can then be used to hyper-triangulate the position of the
transmitter. The transmitters used in my experiments were programmed to send signals every
5 seconds (carp), 27.5 seconds (perch), 35 seconds (tench) and 9.2 -18.4 seconds (pike).
Extra information can be coded into the ultrasonic signal such as the temperature of the tag,
and the depth of the fish (measured with a pressure sensor).
Relative to underwater tagging and tracking technology, the system is extremely
accurate, however, it is far from perfect. Firstly, to further correct for error, a Hidden Markov
Model is applied to smooth the trajectories of the positioned fish. After this extra processing,
the system still has an average error of ~5 m (Baktoft et al. 2015). The error is subject to
systematic biases as well. In the summer, algae, underwater bubbles and macrophyte growth,
interfere with the ultrasonic signals and increase the error and reduce the detection rates
(Baktoft et al. 2015). Further, the system operates best in the open water, while signals are
rarely detected from the reed belt habitat (Baktoft et al. 2015).
I re-evaluated the calibration of the system in 2015, which was last conducted in 2009
(Baktoft et al. 2015). I tested the accuracy of the beacon tags (the same type as the tags used
for tracking the fish) attached to the hydrophones which are used to minimize the clock drift
of the system. The beacon tags have a known and fixed position in the lake. I used 200,165
beacon positions recorded between September 7 to October 18, 2015. The median error of the
beacon tags was 3.17 m, but the maximum error was 228.92 m. The error was not uniform
across beacon transmitter, where median error with respect to each beacon transmitter ranged
from 1.86 to 7.56 m.
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Figure 4. A histogram of difference between the estimated positions and the actual positions
of the beacon tags from the acoustic telemetry system at Kleiner Döllnsee from September 7
to October 18, 2015. The map in panel A shows the actual locations of the 20 beacon tags and
the map in panel B shows the locations as estimated by the acoustic telemetry system after
smoothing by Hidden Markov Model. The actual and predicted positions are matched by
colour.

3.5 Behavioural calculations
With a median error of ~ 3 m the telemetry system is best used to measure activity and
movement related behaviours, in addition to location and encounter based behaviours. It is
less equipped for measuring fine scale behaviours such as boldness or aggression. Boldness,
could be inferred through risky habitat choice; however, such an inference is not as
straightforward as actual measurements of distance travelled and activity space size. For this
reason, I focused my analysis on movement and gear-encounter based behaviours as per Alós
et al. (2012). I also calculated behaviours on a daily basis and then summarised these daily
behaviours with an appropriate measure of central tendency for modelling vulnerability. The
objective was to model the "typical" behaviour of an individual fish against vulnerability. I
considered daily behaviours because many fish show circadian rhythms that follow a daily
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pattern (Alós et al. 2017; Beale et al. 2013; Slavík and Horký 2012) and therefore in a day one
cycle of behaviours is completed.
Distance swam (activity) was always calculated by summing the Euclidean distances
between each recorded position and excluding distances below 5 m (the known error of the
telemetry system at the time of calculation, Baktoft et al. 2015), which could not be
distinguished from error, from the sum. The activity space size was always measured from an
estimation of the kernel density utilization of the daily positions. Days with fewer than 30
logged positions for an individual were excluded because of low sample size (Seaman et al.
1999). In Paper III and my analysis of pike, I also measured the average position (mean
latitude and longitude) in the lake, as habitat choice was suggested to be related to
vulnerability in largemouth bass (Matthias et al. 2014). Lastly, I also considered depth use as
measured by the pressure sensor in the acoustic transmitters, and I focused on collecting
encounter based measurements. In the carp, encounter related to the number of switches
among different feeding sites, and the time spent within a 15 m radius (three times the
telemetry system error), and in the perch, encounters related to the probable casting distance
of the anglers (also 15 m). Some uncertainty always remained as to whether the fish were
actually aware of the baits. Lastly, I did consider the time in the sublittoral zone for Paper II
as a potential proxy for boldness as this zone may be risky for carp and tench. However, all
fish used in my experiment were ~ 1 kg or large and were at low risk for predation.

3.6 Angling techniques
I had to find an appropriate balance in all empirical angling studies between realistic
angling techniques appropriate for each targeted species, and angling in a standardized
experimental manner to minimize the possibility of any methodological changes confounding
my measurements of vulnerability. Therefore, two bait types were typically used (corn and
boilies in Paper II and two lure choices in Paper III), and were fished in a controlled
manner, while recording angling effort and angling location. In both Papers II and III
angling occurred simultaneously with collection of behavioural measurements. In my analysis
of pike vulnerability, angling occurred over a much longer period than the behavioural
measurements. However, if behaviours are shown to be repeatable, then my behavioural
measurements should also be valid during times when angling was occurring without
simultaneous behavioural measurements.
In Paper II I used a standard bolt-rig, which is outlined in (Rapp et al. 2008). Two
rods were fished simultaneously per angler, with a maximum of four anglers spread evenly
around the lake present at one time. Patches at each angling site were supplied with corn and
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boilies to maintain the attractiveness of the site to the carp and tench. Importantly, when a
carp or tench arrived to feed at a prebaited angling site while angling is occurring, two
individual baits of the many in a patch had a hook in it. I expected that a fish spending more
time at a feeding patch was thus encountering a hooked bait, and had a higher chance of
taking the individual hooked baits. In Paper II, the lake was fished through the day and night
hours as is typically done by carp anglers (Arlinghaus and Mehner 2003) and enough angling
pressure was placed on the study lake to be consistent with a typical carp fishery. As this style
of fishing involves patches, and a lot of waiting, there is very little movement of anglers
around the lake. Therefore, the fishing was from a "fixed position" and selection of carp and
tench was expected to be against home range size and activity as predicted by Alós et al.
(2012).
To add extra realism and also to investigate the importance of angler behaviour, I
invited experimental anglers from the full spectrum of angling abilities to spend one day
angling for perch in Paper III. The fishing effort was recorded through angling logbooks, and
the fishing location was recorded with GPS tracking. Through tracking the anglers, I could
measure time anglers and perch spent in the vicinity of one another and compare angler
searching success across skill levels. The anglers were free to search the lake without
restrictions, but they had the choice of just two lures. In this study, I could test the predictions
of Alós et al. (2012) for searching anglers, and now compare the findings in Paper II where
the anglers were in a fixed location.
Finally, angling for pike was conducted in an unstandardized manner over 84 angling
days (39 only angling and 45 angling and electrofishing) between November 2007 and
October 2010, supplemented by two angling organized and standardized experiments with
volunteer anglers occurring from September 13-19, 2010 and May 23-29, 2011 (see
Arlinghaus et al. 2017b and Pieterek 2014 for bait and gear specifications). Thus the
vulnerability measurement is approaching a lifetime vulnerability of pike (maximum age is ~
11 years Raat 1988).

3.7 Models and statistics
3.7.1 Modelling angling vulnerability
I modelled the time to capture with a survival model (which incorporates recapture
information) and I modelled the probability of being captured or not with a logistic regression
in Papers II and III. For my analysis of pike, I could not investigate time to capture, but with
many recaptures, I could model the number of times each pike was captured with a negative
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binomial generalized linear model. In all cases I combated biased error estimates caused by
colinearity by calculating variance inflation factors and removing variables above a threshold
of three (Zuur et al. 2009). For model selection, I used a model averaging approach to
incorporate uncertainty in model selection in my model parameter estimates in Paper II and
my pike analysis. In Paper III I used a less exploratory approach and selected the best models
from a small subset of hypothesis based models.
The logistic regressions can be viewed as a fitness model where harvested fish do not
survive and reproduce. Thus, from the best logistic models, the effect sizes of the predictors
of vulnerability could be used to calculate a mean standardized selection gradient (ßµ)
(Arlinghaus et al. 2009; Hereford et al. 2004; Janzen and Stern 1998; Matsumura et al. 2012).
Using the mean standardized selection gradient I could compare the strength of selection by
angling in my studies to measurements from other studies investigating, for example, angling
selection on behaviours or life-history traits.

3.7.2 Modeling angler success
In Paper III I assessed the influence of angler skill level, fish finding ability, lure
choice, space use (mean latitude and longitude) and fishing day on catching success. Angler
skill was measured from a self assessment based on three items taken from measurements of
angler specialization (Beardmore et al. 2013; Wilde et al. 1998). The first item was: “Relative
to other anglers whom you know, how do you estimate your angling skills in terms of
catching perch?”, and the word perch was replaced with pike in the second item. The options
to answer the first two items were “beginner”, ”less good”, ”similarly good”, “rather better”
and “angling expert” , and scored from one to five respectively. The last item was worded:
“How would you generally rank your angling skills in comparison to the average angler?”,
which was assessed on an 11 point scale with the first point as “a much worse angler than the
average”, the sixth and middle point as “nearly the same as the average” and the highest point
as “a much better angler than the average”. The answers from each item were standardized,
and each angler's score from the three questions was summed. The anglers were then ranked
and divided into three even groups, with the top third considered high skill, the middle third
considered middle skill and the bottom third considered low skill. Regarding fish finding
ability I considered two metrics of encounter rate. Firstly, I considered the total time
encountering tagged perch, and secondly I considered the number of unique individual tagged
perch encountered, because finding new vulnerable fish may improve capture success more
than spending time around a few invulnerable individuals. All encounter metrics were scaled
by effort to account for different encountering potential. These variables were modelled
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against the number of captured large perch over 33.5 cm TL (the size of tagged telemetry
perch) with a restricted set of glms with a Poisson error distribution, log link and offset by
effort (see Kuparinen et al. 2010).

4. Key Findings and Discussion
4.1 Overview
In section 4, I will synthesise the key findings of the three experiments corresponding
to Papers II - IV, and follow with a discussion regarding the consequences of behaviourallyselective angling, which corresponds to Papers V and VI. My experiments in Papers II - IV
have presented 1) insights into repeatability of fish behaviours in the wild, 2) the correlates
and mechanisms of angling vulnerability specific to fish biology and 3) the correlates and
mechanisms of angling vulnerability specific to angler behaviour, which I present in the same
order.

4.2 Behavioural repeatability
Papers II to IV show all behaviours were significantly repeatable in all species
(Figure 5). The point estimates of repeatability ranged from 0.08, for the number of times carp
switched feeding sites, to 0.60 for the perch daily average latitude. Accordingly, as consistent
differences in individual behaviour are a key prerequisite for their selective capture, I have
demonstrated that the possibility for fish to be selectively captured based on any measured
behaviour existed, even for the number of switches among feeding sites in carp which had a
relatively low repeatability estimate. Indeed, in Papers II to IV fish behaviours were
repeatable in the wild over ecologically relevant contexts and timescales for four different
species.
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Figure 5. Repeatability estimates and their 95% credible intervals for all daily behavioural
measurements for the four species considered in this dissertation.
Villegas-Ríos et al. (2017) asked whether traits used to characterize the movements
and spatial ecology of aquatic animals are generally repeatable across a majority of aquatic
organisms, after finding consistent repeatabilities of Atlantic cod in the wild after three years
of measurement. My findings are in agreement with other long-term studies in the wild in
which significant repeatabilities of all measured behaviours were found (Alós et al. 2016b;
Harrison et al. 2015; Nakayama et al. 2016, 2017; Olsen et al. 2012; Villegas-Ríos et al.
2017). Thus after comparing the repeatability of four species in the same lake over 1.5 months
to 1.5 years, my findings support the idea that repeatable behavioural variation may be the
norm in freshwater fish. Importantly, all behaviours I measured (with the possible exception
of the number of times carp switched feeding sites) showed potential for relatively high
heritability, in agreement with previous estimates of behavioural heritability in vertebrates
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(Dochtermann et al. 2015; Mousseau and Roff 1987; Postma 2014; Stirling et al. 2002; Van
Oers and Sinn 2013).
Statistical differences in the repeatability among species cannot be compared, but
generally the estimates of repeatability for carp and tench were lower than those of pike and
perch. As well, behaviours related to habitat choice (longitude and latitude) and depth use,
were generally more repeatable than activity related behaviours (distance travelled and
activity space size), although the repeatability of carp and tench feeding site use, which may
relate to habitat choice was not high. These trends could be explained by differences in
experimental design, or species-specific biological differences. The within-individual
variance component of the carp and tench was typically high (see S1 Appendix Paper II),
indicating that the lower repeatabilities of these species was the result of higher variation in
behaviour of the individuals over time and not greater similarities among individuals.
There were several differences in the experimental methods between Paper II and the
studies with perch and pike. The first difference being that the carp and tench in Paper II
were subjected to a wide range of contextual differences. The repeatability of carp and tench
behaviours was based on measurements in both fished and unfished environments. Further, I
deliberately manipulated the environmental context by manipulating the carp and tench
feeding sites to get more robust measurements of repeatability for Paper II. Therefore, the
reduced environmental consistency in Paper II may explain why the carp and tench behaved
more unpredictably than the perch and pike did. Although the lake environment that the carp
and tench were subjected to in Paper II was likely more variable than the lake environment
that the perch and pike were subjected to, it is likely that the environment in most carp
angling lakes is even more inconsistent. Carp anglers are more likely to add a new feeding
site, discontinue prebaiting a site, or switch the bait type and amounts compared to the
manipulations made in Paper II (Wolos et al. 1992). Consequently, repeatability may be
slightly lower in actual carp angling lakes.
The second difference between the studies was the duration of the measurements. The
repeatability was measured over 126 days in Paper II, 33 days in Paper III, and 558 days in
the analysis supplementing Paper IV. The longer the measurement, the more opportunity
there is for the randomness in behaviours to accumulate. This may be one of the reasons that
the repeatability of perch behaviours was higher than in the other two studies. Nakayama et al.
(2017) measured perch behaviour over two weeks in the same lake and found higher
repeatability measurements in terms of fish movement than in my experiments, though the
methods to calculate activity differed between Nakayama et al. (2017) and Paper III. Pike,
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however, showed higher repeatability measurements than carp and tench despite having a
longer measurement period. Longer behavioural measurements also indicate more possibility
for environmental change. There is increasing evidence that individual reaction norms to
environmental gradients may decrease the repeatability measurements (Killen et al. 2016).
This is because variance which is assumed to be explained by among-individual variance is,
in fact, caused by environmental variance (Killen et al. 2016). I did not take into account this
context dependency in my repeatability measurements, and for this reason my measurements
may be underestimates of actual consistent behavioural differences among individuals.
Aside from experimental differences, some biological differences may explain why
the pike and perch had higher repeatability scores than the carp and tench. In particular, the
spatial avoidance among pike (Jepsen et al. 2001) explains the high repeatability for longitude
and latitude use. Alós et al. (2016) also found very high repeatability of latitude and longitude
use in a fish species with homing behaviour. The low repeatability of pike activity and
activity space size may be explained by the fact that pike are sit-and-wait predators, and
therefore the activity among individuals should be very similar.

4.2 Behavioural basis of angling vulnerability
4.2.1 Carp and tench
The carp and tench behaviours that I measured were not significantly related to
angling vulnerability, despite the potential for behaviourally selective capture shown by
consistent differences in behaviour among individuals. Both time to capture and whether or
not the fish were captured were unrelated to encounters with baits, in terms of the time spent
at feeding sites, or the number of switches among feeding sites. By association, encounter
related behaviours such as the distance swam, activity space size, distance from the lake
bottom, or time in the sublittoral areas in carp and tench were also unrelated to angling
vulnerability. These findings are largely in contrast to the simulation-based predictions made
by Alós et al. (2012). On the other hand, most empirical work thus far (see Table 1) agrees
with my findings, where only two studies (Alós et al. 2016b; Pieterek 2014) have found a
significant relationship between activity or movement related behaviours and angling
vulnerability. Hence, one of the key findings of Paper II was that fish-fisher encounters are
not always as important for angling vulnerability as previously thought (Alós et al. 2012; Cox
and Walters 2002). The finding that encounters may be less important in angling than
previously considered does not oppose the conceptualisation of vulnerability proposed in
Paper I. Encounters with hooks and baits are still a necessary component of the capture
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process and my findings suggest that while encounters with gear are necessary for capture,
encounter rate may be an insufficient predictor of capture.
How can the lack of importance of activity and movement related behaviours towards
angling vulnerability be understood given that this finding is counter to theoretical
expectations? As mentioned in section 1, activity and movement related behaviours were
thought to drive vulnerability primarily through an increase in encounter rates with passive
fishing gears, because it was assumed that a higher probability of encounter would result in a
higher probability of capture (Alós et al. 2012; Diaz Pauli and Sih 2017; Rudstam et al. 1984).
However, the carp and tench both spent long periods of time at the feeding sites in the
presence of hooks without being captured and therefore my findings indicate that carp and
tench encounters with the fishing gear at baited feeding sites were decoupled from angling
vulnerability. By measuring the actual encounters with baited feeding sites, I observed the
main hypothesized mechanism for angling induced selection against activity and movement
related behaviours was unsupported in these two species.
Activity and movement related traits could have related to vulnerability through a
second mechanism if they were correlated with a separate trait related to vulnerability
(Andersen et al. 2018; Kuparinen and Festa-bianchet 2017). My power analysis in Paper II
suggests that if I had a larger sample size of tench in the experiment I may have detected a
significant relationship between distance travelled and angling vulnerability. However, the
actual time spent at the feeding sites was shown to be unrelated to angling vulnerability in
tench and I therefore concluded that the possible effect of activity would be through a
correlation with another trait. Additionally, based on a lack of significance I can also conclude
that in carp and tench, the activity space size, depth use, and the daily distance travelled in
carp, are all uncorrelated from the trait that is related to vulnerability.
In Paper II I was not able to measure the precise behavioural trait that related to
capture. The experiment did, however, offer some clues as to what the trait might be. As
capture by passive-gears is a behavioural process (Gabriel et al. 2005), it is a tautology that
there is some specific fish behaviour that results in capture and therefore I can eliminate the
possibility that no behaviours were important. Because arriving and foraging at feeding sites
was insufficient to predict that a fish would be captured, the trait differentiating between and
uncaptured and captured fish must be related to a post-encounter behaviour. The foraging
cycle (Figure 2) and a detailed outline of the food selection process by carp (Sibbing et al.
1986) indicates a number of post-encounter stages where behavioural processes, occurring at
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scales too small to be measured by the acoustic telemetry system, may differentiate captured
and uncaptured carp and tench.
At a finer scale, in semi-natural ponds, Klefoth et al., (2017) found boldness,
quantified by the time away from a shelter and the time at a feeding site distant from the
shelter, was found to relate to angling vulnerability. The effect of boldness, also strengthened
with increasing fishing time (Klefoth et al. 2017), while the influence of size (TL)
disappeared over long-term angling (Klefoth et al. 2017). Importantly, boldness was also
measured according to feed site use, but at the pond scale where feed site use and risk taking
could be measured in greater detail and accuracy. While Klefoth et al. (2017) could not
demonstrate the precise factor that contributed to bold behaviour (i.e. high distance feed spot
use versus low refuge use), and subsequent capture, previous work in the same experimental
system has shown that bold domesticated carp have higher bait particle uptake rate and were
collectively more vulnerable to angling than shyer less domesticated carp (Klefoth et al.
2013a). Indeed, individual carp have been shown to consistently vary in their particle uptake
rates (Pollux 2017) and taste preferences (Kasumyan 2000), and therefore there is potential
for selection to act upon these traits.
Differences in bait preference or uptake rates constitute only one of several
speculative candidate traits for angling selection in carp. The ability to learn to identify and
avoid or spit a hook is another possible trait under selection that may explain my results. It is
well known that catch rates commonly decline over time from learned-hook avoidance in carp
populations (Beukema 1969; Raat 1985). I observed a similar trend in the carp catch rates in
Paper II and Klefoth et al. (2013a) documented a decline in catch rates in the experimental
pond environment where boldness was found to be related to angling vulnerability.
Interestingly, Klefoth et al., (2013a), showed that the hook avoidance was a product of both
visual detection and tactile detection by the carp. The carp displayed stronger avoidance
during daytime in aquaria, but hook avoidance was also displayed in aquaria during darkness
and in turbid ponds. Furthermore, the carp in aquaria showed an avoidance of feeding sites,
while the carp in the ponds did not. Finally, Klefoth et al. (2013a) documented carp
demonstrating cautious behaviour around a hooked bait and hook spitting after several days of
angling, which were both not demonstrated on the first day of angling. Thus, I speculated in
Paper II that differences in learning ability may be a good candidate trait driving angling
vulnerability. On the other hand, Klefoth et al. (2013a) observed no difference in hook
avoidance between domesticated and less domesticated carp in either the laboratory aquaria
environment or the pond environment, which suggests that learning ability may, in fact, not be
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important. Further, the tench which also showed variability in angling vulnerability did not
demonstrate any declines in catch rates over time characteristic of learned hook-avoidance,
suggesting other mechanisms at play.
In addition to behavioural traits, I measured non-behavioural traits in Paper II to
understand the relative strength of behavioural selection versus selection on energetic
condition or body-size. Therefore, I expected to observe the classic preferential capture of
large fish (Enberg et al. 2012; Lewin et al. 2006). Despite a sample of individuals from a wide
range of sizes (carp wet mass: 945 - 6934 g, tench wet mass: 736 - 2099 g), there was no
evidence of size-selectivity in either tench or carp, consistent with the findings of Klefoth et
al., (2017) where smaller carp from a narrower size range were studied. Size-selectivity is
caused by either gear limitations/gape-restrictions where the gear cannot target the full size
range of the population or sample (Wilde et al. 2003), or through behavioural differences
related to size and growth rate that increase the vulnerability of larger individuals (Enberg et
al. 2012; Lennox et al. 2017a). Because the angling gear (e.g. hook size, bait size, etc.) used in
Paper II was specifically chosen to target the full size range of the carp and tench populations
in the study, the positive size selectivity based on gear limitations was not a possibility.
Further, I can conclude that the behavioural determinants of angling vulnerability of carp and
tench, are unrelated or at most very weakly related to size, at least within the size-range of
fish that I measured.
Carp was the only species where I could reliably and non-lethally measure the whole
body energy density (Klefoth et al. 2013b). Therefore, carp as a study species represented a
unique opportunity to test the hypothesis that lower energy density leads to greater foraging
and consequently greater gear-encounters and vulnerability. However, this hypothesis was
unsupported, as the whole body energy density of the carp at the time of tagging was
unrelated to angling vulnerability or feed site visits. While the ground bait was not more
energetically dense than natural food sources (~20 kJ g-1 dry mass) (Niesar et al. 2004), the
ground bait presented a nutrient rich, easily digestible, low foraging cost, food source
(Arlinghaus and Niesar 2005; Niesar et al. 2004) which may further enable more efficient
foraging of natural food sources (Füllner 2015). Hence, the groundbait should have been an
attractive food source, and particularly beneficial to carp with a low whole body energy
density status. Indeed, stable isotope analysis has shown that the carp were heavily using corn
as a food source (median 42% contribution to the diet; n = 6) (Mehner et al., unpublished
data). In Paper II I presented three reasons why the measured energy density did not relate to
the time at the feeding sites nor the angling vulnerability of carp. Firstly, the energetic status
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of the carp at the time of measurement, may not be representative of the energetic status of the
carp at the time of angling as several weeks to months passed by depending on the stocking
time. Secondly, the energetic status of the carp may have been sufficient for all individuals
and therefore did not induce any special behaviours. The lowest energy density (5.4 MJ*Kg-1)
was above the threshold for poor condition (4 kJ * g-1) (Schreckenbach et al. 2001). Lastly, it
may be that the energetic status of the carp was unrelated to the hook avoidance mechanism.
Redpath et al., (2009) also found no relationship between largemouth bass energetic status
and angling vulnerability; hence, future work is required to understand when energetic status
is typically unrelated to angling vulnerability, when it may actually be related to angling
vulnerability and what behavioural mechanisms could drive such a relationship.

4.2.2 Perch
I hypothesized that if encounter rate was an important driver of angling vulnerability,
freely searching anglers targeting highly mobile fish would exert strong selection against
activity, but not activity space size according to Alós et al. (2012). However, I did not find
any support for this hypothesis in Paper III tracking both perch and perch anglers
simultaneously. Further, the premise of this hypothesis, that encounter rate was an important
driver of angling vulnerability, was also unsupported by the empirical work. The duration of
time a perch was within the casting range of an angler was unpredictive of its capture. There
was a weak effect of encounter rate when the encounters occurred in the northern onshore
area of the lake; however, the effect size was too small to be important. Therefore, the
findings of Paper III are in alignment with Paper II (see section 4.2.1), in that, encountering
fishing gear may also be necessary but insufficient to explain angling vulnerability when both
fish and fishers are highly mobile. Also, my findings in both Paper III and Paper II
demonstrate that the three fundamental components of angling vulnerability presented in
Paper I are not always equally important, and the internal state of the fish or the gear
specificity can sometimes play the critical role in determining angling vulnerability. In Paper
III I conclude that activity and movement behaviours in perch populations are likely not
under selection from angling as there were no relationships between encounter rate, angling
vulnerability and activity and movement behaviours.
Habitat choice, as measured by the average latitude and longitude, was a strong
predictor of perch vulnerability, independent of encounter rates, and in contrast to activity and
space-use traits is likely under selection from perch angling, at least in lakes with conditions
similar to Kleiner Döllnsee. Perch that spent more time in the northern section of the lake, in
particular during the night when anglers were not present, were more likely to be captured
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during the experiment. The difference in habitat use between vulnerable and invulnerable
perch was not a sharp divide, but was rather exhibited as overlapping habitat use with a strong
tendency for vulnerable fish to spend more time in the northern habitat. Both vulnerable and
invulnerable perch did use habitats across the whole lake and captured perch were captured
outside of the northern section of the lake (40% of captures).
The behavioural mechanism by which fish preferring the northern habitat of the lake
were more vulnerable is unclear. The anglers did not expend relatively more effort in the
northern section of the lake and the bathymetry and macrophyte data did not reveal any
unique features of the northern habitat that may explain the differences in vulnerability. As
perch anglers used a passive fishing gear (Gabriel et al. 2005), logically, there are some
behavioural differences related to habitat choice and I speculated in Paper III that it may be
related to foraging preferences or aggression. Adult perch in the same lake are known to have
intrinsic behavioural and life-history differences that correlate with differences in diet
(Nakayama et al. 2017) and the artificial lures used in the experiment may have resembled the
prey of the vulnerable fish but not the invulnerable fish. Lure type has been found to interact
with the behavioural components of angling vulnerability in largemouth and rock bass
(Nannini et al. 2011; Sutter et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2015) and therefore it is plausible that
the same effect may occur for perch. While I did not measure the same behaviours as
Nakayama et al. (2017) a future investigation into whether the time spent active and the
number of switches between active and inactive behavioural modes relates to both habitat
preference and angling vulnerability could be insightful. Additionally in a comparison of the
habitat specific vulnerability between natural and artificial baits I would expect that the effect
of habitat specific vulnerability is greater when using an artificial bait than a natural bait,
where a natural bait would be more likely to be perceived as an attractive food source by all
perch in the lake. Although, Kekäläinen et al. (2014) found no difference in boldness between
young perch captured by artificial and natural baits.
Habitat specific vulnerability and consequently angling induced selection on habitat
choice has received relatively little consideration, with the exception of similar findings by
Matthias et al. (2014), where offshore largemouth bass were more vulnerable than onshore
bass. Matthias et al. (2014) did not have data about the anglers` fishing techniques or skill
levels and therefore could not determine whether the differences in vulnerability were caused
by fish behaviour or if alternatively, effort in the offshore area was derived from more
efficient, highly skilled anglers or anglers using more efficient gear types. Regardless of the
exact mechanism of selection, the study of Matthias et al. (2014) indicates that angling
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selection on fish habitat choice could be a phenomena also occurring with species other than
perch and merits further investigation.
It is thought that in predatory species, aggression is a driver of vulnerability (Diaz
Pauli and Sih 2017; Sutter et al. 2012), and early exploration of a semi-natural environment
was previously found to be related to perch vulnerability (Härkonen et al. 2016). More work
is needed to understand how these findings link with the habitat specific selection observed in
Paper III. Further, I was only able to track the largest perch in the lake because of limitations
to the miniaturization of the telemetry tags. While perch behaviour was uncorrelated with fish
total length, and total length was also uncorrelated with angling vulnerability, if it was
possible to incorporate a wider size range with smaller fish into the sample, perhaps different
effects would be found. A sample size including smaller fish would indeed be required for
proper comparisons of perch behaviour assayed in an artificial environment with smaller fish
(12.4 ±2.1 cm; mean ± sd, Kekäläinen et al. 2014, <188 mm; Härkonen et al. 2016, 163.4 ±
19.1, 182.4 ± 55.1, 144.44 ± 42.3, mm ± sd; Vainikka et al. 2016) and perch behaviour in
Kleiner Döllnsee.

4.2.3 Pike
I analyzed the relationship between pike movement behaviours and angling
vulnerability hypothesizing that the pike activity and activity space size would be selected
against by angling as per the simulations of Alós et al. (2012). More specifically, I
hypothesized that because pike anglers were free to move during the experimental fishing, but
pike were expected to be relatively inactive owing to their sit-and-wait foraging patterns
(Diana 1980; Diana et al. 1977; Eklöv 1992; but see Kobler et al. 2009), the selection strength
against pike activity and activity space size would fall in between the hypothesized selection
strength against the activity and activity space size of perch (Paper III) and carp/tench
(Paper II) (Alós et al. 2012).
From September 10, 2009 to March 21, 2011, between 128 and 510 days (median:
299) of behavioural data were collected from 50 individual pike. See Figure A4.1 for changes
in average behaviour over the tracking period. During the tracking period, the individual pike
swam between 0 and 13.4 km per day (median: 1.7 km), had a median 95% activity space size
of 1.0 ha (maximum: 10.6 ha), had a median 50% activity space size off 0.17 ha (maximum
2.5 ha), dwelled at an average depth of 2.61 ± 1.49 m (mean ± sd) and were on average 78 ±
29 m away from the shoreline. Through back calculation based on scale reading (Francis
1990), the absolute growth between age one and two for these pike (n = 48) was on average
12.8 ± 3.2 cm (mean ± sd) and ranged between 7.5 cm and 19.3 cm. The 50 individual pike
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were collectively angled 138 times, including sampling for the surgical implantation of the
acoustic transmitter (note some fish were sampled by electrofishing). Seven of the 50 fish
(14%), were never captured, while one fish was captured eight times and another seven times.
The median number of captures was three.
In the analysis, the distance to the shore and the total length variables were both
eliminated, because these variables had variance inflation factors above three and thus
presented colinearity issues for modelling (Zuur et al. 2009). However, these two variables
correlate strongly with distance travelled and 95% activity space size and therefore offer
explanatory power if either of those two variables related to the number of pike captures or
whether pike were captured or not.
For the logistic models predicting capture outcome, there were eleven models with an
AICc ≤ 2 (Table A4.1), which shows substantial model uncertainty that likely is based on the
low number of uncaptured fish. Moreover, model averaging shows that none of the
behaviours were good predictors of whether or not a pike was captured (Table A4.3). By
contrast, there were five models in the full model set predicting the number of captures with
an AICc below two (Table A4.2). Averaging these models suggests that the 95% activity
space size positively predicts the number of times a pike will be captured (Table 2). The
depth, distance swam and absolute juvenile growth rate were also included in the top models
but these variables were insignificant and the 95% confidence intervals of their coefficients
overlapped zero. However, the total length was highly positively correlated with the 95%
activity space size (pearson r = 0.74) and therefore total length may also explain the number
of pike captures. Consequently, it is unclear if the mechanism driving pike vulnerability to
angling was related to the activity space size, where a larger activity space size leads to a
higher probability of encountering an angler or if the mechanism was related to an alternative
size-dependent behavioural trait, for example, an increase in food demand at larger sizes may
cause pike to attack prey more frequently (Diana 1982; Kobler et al. 2009; Rosten et al.
2016). Notably, Kobler et al. (2009), by means of a bioenergetic model, demonstrated that the
more active habitat-opportunist pike from the same lake were able to balance the costs of
increased activity over greater space through increased prey consumption. As both the largest
(TL = 80.2 cm) and the smallest (TL = 34.3 cm) individual pike in the dataset were captured,
it is unlikely that there was some form of physical size-based gear selectivity; although, there
is potential as pike become larger the difficulty in taking the lure decreases (Arlinghaus et al.
2008; Mittelbach and Persson 1998; Wilde et al. 2003).
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Table 2. Model averaged estimates from the most parsimonious glms assuming negative
binomial error (see table A4.2), predicting the number of times pike were captured by angling.
Covariate

Estimate

SE

95% Confidence z-value

p-value

Importance

Interval
Intercept

0.95 0.10

0.74

1.16

8.93

≥ 0.001

95% Activity Space

0.28 0.11

0.05

0.50

2.41

0.02

1.00

Distance Swam

0.05 0.10

-0.14

0.25

0.54

0.59

0.36

-0.04 0.08

-0.20

0.13

0.45

0.66

0.31

0.01 0.05

-0.09

0.11

0.21

0.83

0.13

Depth
Absolute Juvenile
Growth

To investigate the mechanisms driving vulnerability in the pike I calculated the residuals from
a linear regression with 95% activity space size as the independent variable and total length as
the dependent variable (see Figure 6). A large positive residual can be interpreted as an
individual pike being larger than expected given its 95% activity space size. Therefore, I reran
the logistic and negative binomial models predicting pike vulnerability with the addition of
the "95% activity space size independent" total length (residuals). However, the residuals of
the regression were not significant predictors of the binary capture outcome (Tables A4.4 &
A4.6) or the number of captures (Tables A4.5 & A4.7). For further investigation I swapped
the 95% activity space size and total length variables in the original model predicting capture
number and compared the standardized effect sizes. I found that the standardized effect size of
total length (β = 0.34 [0.13 - 0.55]; standardized coefficient, 95% confidence interval) was
greater than the standardized effect size of the 95% activity space size (β = 0.27 [0.05 - 0.50];
standardized coefficient, 95% confidence interval), but the confidence intervals were largely
overlapping. Thus my post-hoc analysis does not strongly indicate which trait is more
important for driving vulnerability to angling.
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Figure 6. Linear regression (grey line) with 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines) of the
size of the individual pike by the median daily 95% activity space size. The size of the point
represents the number of times a pike was captured by angling during the study period
November 2007 to May 2011).
Pieterek (2014) investigated similar questions with a subset of the data analyzed
seasonally. The findings of Pieterek (2014) differ from the results of my analysis with a long
term dataset, but the conclusions are similar. Pieterek (2014) used logistic regressions,
predicting whether pike were captured or not, and found significant effects of total length,
distance swam and 95% home range size. By contrast, I found no significant effects of any
pike traits on a binary capture outcome. In my analysis only 14% of the fish remained
uncaptured and the long-term fishing may have allowed for the individuals with less
vulnerable phenotypes to be captured at least once, possibly explaining the differences
between the findings of Pieterek (2014) and my analysis. In my analysis relating pike traits to
the number of captures the total length and 95% activity space size predicted angling
vulnerability which does agree with the conclusions of Pieterek (2014); however, I did not
find a relationship between the daily distance swam and vulnerability and Pieterek (2014) did
not find a consistent relationship between 95% home range size and vulnerability. This
suggests that activity may be more predictive of pike angling vulnerability in the short term,
but space use may be more predictive in the long term, although the reasons for these
differences are still not clear.
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Based on the predictions of Alós et al. (2012) I expected activity, as measured by median
daily distance swam, to relate to angling vulnerability if angling vulnerability was based on
encounter rates. But, I found no relationship between activity, or location within the lake and
angling vulnerability, suggesting that the behavioural component of pike angling vulnerability
could be acting post gear-encounter, as was described in Paper III with perch. On the other
hand an encounter mechanism cannot be completely ruled out because activity space size was
a good predictor of vulnerability in agreement with Alós et al. (2012). Further in Paper II
only a small size range of large adult perch was sampled and tested. It could be that if I
measured a larger size range of perch I would find a similar relationship among size, activity
space size and angling vulnerability.
Bait choice may be a relevant and unexplored factor in this experiment. Although the
angling gear used in this study was chosen to target the full size range of the tagged pike, size
selectivity in pike angling is related to lure size (Arlinghaus et al. 2008, 2017b) and
Arlinghaus et al., (2008) reported higher overall catch rates with artificial baits compared to
natural baits. Further, Kuparinen et al. (2010) found two days of fishing pressure resulted in
future declines in pike catch per unit effort, suggesting a short term learning effect. Beukema
(1970a) also found evidence of learned hook avoidance in pike, but only when artificial lures
were used. Pike were unable to learn to avoid natural baits (Beukema 1970a). Hence, it is
possible that the strength and degree of size selectivity I found is dependent on the gear
choice and it is unclear if the same traits I found to be correlated with angling vulnerability
are also correlated with vulnerability to natural baits.
There was reason to expect that the absolute pike juvenile growth would relate to
angling vulnerability (Cooke et al. 2007) because, faster growing individuals are expected to
be bolder and have higher food demands (Metcalfe et al. 2016; Réale et al. 2010) and juvenile
pike with higher growth rates have been found to move more and have a higher trophic
position (Nyqvist et al. 2017). Indeed, Pieterek (2014) observed higher juvenile growth rate in
the same dataset significantly predicted vulnerability some (summer) but not all seasons.
Juvenile growth rate has also been found to be higher in angled pike than in electrofished
pike (Crane et al. 2015). By contrast, I found no evidence that juvenile growth rate was
related to a long-term vulnerability in adult pike, suggesting that the juvenile growth rate is
independent of the adult behaviour driving angling vulnerability in pike within Kleiner
Döllnsee. In a separate sample of pike in Paper IV, colleagues and I found a strong
relationship between life-history traits (juvenile and adult growth rate), physiology (massspecific standard metabolic rate) and morphological traits (Fulton's condition factor), but this
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syndrome was not related to rapidly assessed behaviour in a standard open field test, which
was validated in the wild (Paper IV). While Nyqvist et al. (2012, 2013) supports our
statement in Paper IV that the pace-of-life syndrome may be weak in pike, other
investigations have found positive relationships between pike juvenile growth rate and
behaviours (see McGhee et al. 2013; Nyqvist et al. 2017). Nyqvist et al. (2017) suggested the
differences between their findings and the findings in Paper IV may stem from variation in
habitat complexity and sexual dimorphism among the studies, but the fact that Paper IV
considers large adult pike behaviour and Nyqvist et al. (2017) considers juvenile behaviour
must also be considered. Collectively these studies suggest that more investigations are
requires across life-stages and contexts to understand when juvenile pike growth is coupled
with behaviour and if juvenile growth is generally unrelated to pike vulnerability as I have
found, or if the relationship is dependent on habitat and population specific factors.
I found that both pike body size and activity space size are likely to be under selection
from angling. A deeper investigation into the relationship between activity space size and
body size may illuminate the mechanisms behind angling vulnerability and also inform the
potential evolutionary consequences of selective pike angling. The positive relationship
between body size and home range (activity space) size is a well described phenomenon both
across taxa (Jetz et al. 2004; Minns 1995) and specific to pike (Eklöv 1992; Rosten et al.
2016). The scaling relationship between body size and home range size in pike has been
found to be steeper than expected if the correlation was driven by higher metabolic demand
and resource acquisition needs alone (Armstrong et al. 1992; Rosten et al. 2016). Therefore,
the relationship may also relate to differences in spatial avoidance, and detecting and
responding to intruders (Jetz et al. 2004; Rosten et al. 2016). Activity space size and home
range size are an emergent property of systematic variation in activity and space use (e.g.
Harrison et al. 2015) and state-space models can be fit to more accurately and mechanistically
describe home range behaviour (Alós et al. 2016a). Such mechanistic models of home range
behaviour could show more specifically which body size dependent behavioural changes
occur to result in a larger home range size. It is possible that the mechanistic basis of pike
vulnerability is unrelated to the mechanistic basis for the allometric scaling of home range
size, but certainly an investigation into these relationships is necessary to understand whether
selective angling can act on these traits independently.

4.4 Behavioural comparison and selection differentials across species
I used four study species, which were selected partly based on their differing levels of activity
(Figure 3) enabling me to test the scenarios of fish-fisher movement simulated by Alós et al.
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(2012). It is therefore important that the differences in movement among the species matched
my assumptions. The perch was the most active species as assumed (Figure 7). Unexpectedly
many individual pike exhibited greater activity than many individual carp and tench, although
carp and tench varied widely in individual swimming distance, where one carp was swimming
more than any measured perch. The pike also unexpectedly showed larger activity space sizes
than many carp and tench. Indeed pike have been known to swim long distances within
Kleiner Döllnsee (Kobler et al. 2009), and may switch from an ambush foraging strategy to a
more active hunting strategy when energetically profitable (Bevelhimer et al. 1985).
Conversely, the feeding sites, with predictable locations, attracted the carp and tench for long
periods of time therefore reducing their need to search for food and likely reducing their
natural activity levels. Further, the species specific differences in activity must be considered
in the context of the experiment and biases of the telemetry system. It is likely that carp and
tench were moving considerably within the reeds where movement could not be measured. By
contrast, previous radio telemetry studies with pike have shown that pike are highly immobile
within the reeds and are generally only active outside of the lake`s reed belt (Zajicek 2012).
Despite the unexpected activity and movement levels from pike relative to carp and tench, I
still successfully tested the scenarios of Alós et al. (2012) as intended. Carp and tench were
angled from fixed locations and the fish behaved as expected, and perch showed a much
higher activity than pike providing a contrast in fish-fisher movement rates when anglers are
freely searching.
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Figure 7. A comparison of the average behaviours among four species tracked by acoustic
telemetry in this dissertation. Each point represents the summarised behaviour of one
individual during the tracking period. These behavioural summaries were used in models
predicting vulnerability to angling. Note the season and duration of measurement varies
widely in this data.
The mean- standardized selection gradient (ßµ) against fitness itself is one and can
therefore be used as a benchmark for the strength of selection (Hereford et al. 2004). The
simulations of Alós et al. (2012) provided predictions in the form of a distribution of likely
mean-standardized selection gradients against activity and home range size. Although I did
not find any selection against activity and I only found selection against activity space size
(related to home range) for pike, it is still useful to place the values of ßµ that I measured in
context. The distribution of predicted values of ßµ against home range size by Alós et al.
(2012) was consistently wide ranging regardless of the fishing scenario, approximately
spanning -4 to 3. Accordingly, selection against home range size was predicted to be very
strong (Alós et al. 2012). On the other hand, the predicted ßµ against activity was consistently
negative, but was comparatively much less strong, ranging from -0.15 to -0.05 when fisher
location was fixed and between -0.248 and -0.250 when fishers could move. I found the ßµ
against pike 95% activity space size was -0.33, which is within the range predicted by Alós et
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al. (2012), but far from the predicted median which is below -1. The mean-standardized
selection gradient against pike total length was slightly stronger (ßµ = -0.46). The strongest
selection gradients I found were in Paper III against perch latitude (ßµ = -1.49) and longitude
(ßµ = 0.84). Further the weakest selection gradient I found was also from Paper III, where ßµ
= -0.17 against perch encounters with angler in the northern section of the lake.
All mean-standardized selection gradients were near the range found in studies
measuring fishing induced behavioural selection, though selection against perch latitude was
relatively strong. Klefoth et al. (2017) reported ßµ = -0.655 against carp boldness from angling
in a pond-environment, which was ~1.5 times stronger than selection against juvenile growth
rate (ßµ = -0.424) in the same experiment. Selection against pearly razorfish home range size
was relatively strong (ßµ = -1.43) and similar to selection against perch latitude in Paper III
(Alós et al. 2016b). Alós et al (2016b) also report weaker selection strength against the pearly
razorfish's exploration tendency (ßµ = -.052) and home range position (latitude, ßµ = -0.16 ;
longitude, ßµ = -0.32). Finally, selection strengths that I found, with the exception of perch
encounters in the northern section of the lake, were higher than any selection against Atlantic
cod (strongest ßµ = -0.21, weakest ßµ = 0.08) (Olsen et al. 2012). Only a few studies have
reported the mean-standardized selection gradients against behavioural traits from fishing
with passive gears and while no clear patterns have emerged, the values have proven to be
wide ranging.

4.4 The importance of heterogeneity in angler behaviour for selection on
fish behaviour
The results thus far have been discussed largely without the context of variation in
angler behaviour, but in Paper III I investigated how anglers of different skill level behaved
on a novel lake, and how their fishing styles, in terms of searching and lure choice, interacted
with the selective capture of certain behavioural types. First, I had to validate my
measurement of angler skill. I found that by combining the answers of three simple questions
in which anglers evaluate their own skills relative to others, and ranking anglers based on
their self-evaluations I could predict the relative success of three groups of anglers at catching
the target species and size-class. This is a novel finding because as mentioned in Section
1.2.3, reliable measures of angling skill have not yet been developed. Even more, this finding
suggests that higher catch rates are not simply the outcome of increased fishing time and
randomness as predicted by Thompson Jr (1976) and Seekell (2011) and skill may be a true
angler quality. The fact that skill could be measured with just three simple questions means
that skill could possibly be rapidly assessed in a creel survey, or interview without a laborious
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process, which would be useful for detecting and preventing negative effects from self-sorting
anglers (Post 2013; van Poorten et al. 2016; Ward et al. 2013). However, before
implementation this index of skill must be tested and validated in a number of different
systems. It is unclear if these three questions could measure angling skill for anglers who
target other fish species, belong to other cultures, fish on a familiar lake, have many lures at
their disposal, or use fish finding technology. Moreover, while the index predicted relative
success of the three groups used in the study, there were many anglers categorized as experts
who did not capture any fish, and also anglers categorized as beginners who outperformed
experts. More work is required to clarify if this outcome is the result of misclassification, or if
it is the result of stochasticity in catch rates. Regardless, the most important fact was that the
classification was sufficient for the purpose of my study objectives.
Secondly, I found that while high-skilled anglers capture more fish than the other skill
groups, the three skill groups did not capture different behavioural phenotypes. In other
words, high skilled anglers are able to catch the vulnerable fish more effectively, but the same
pool of vulnerable fish is available to anglers of all skill groups. Individual high-skilled
anglers, consequently, exerted stronger selection pressure against perch habitat choice and
associated behaviours than the individual anglers of lesser skill, but the direction of selection
was the same. Furthermore, in Paper III I could elucidate some of the mechanisms that
determined angler success, which were previously unknown (Seekell 2011). I had
hypothesized that high-skilled anglers would be better at both finding perch and choosing the
appropriate lure. However, I found that the three skill groups did not significantly differ in
how they explored the lake, or in actual encounter rates with acoustically tagged perch, which
indicated that the higher catch rates of high-skilled anglers was not a response of better fish
finding ability. I also found no significant differences in lure choice, nor significant
differences in catch-per-unit effort of the two lures offered to the anglers. Therefore, the
success of high skilled anglers was also not the result of improved lure selection. The lack of
differences in fish finding ability and lure choice suggests that high skilled anglers are simply
better at fishing from a given location, with a given lure. Such a fishing ability could come
from improved focus and concentration while casting, a higher rate of casts per unit time, or a
better ability to play and present the lure in front of perch. Importantly, I have found that
encounter rates from the angler perspective are also far less important than previously
thought, which mirrors my findings from the fish perspective.
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4.5 Consequences
In Papers V-VI we explore the consequences of behaviourally selective capture by
passive fishing gears. We suggested that capture by passive gears is fostering an exploitationinduced timidity syndrome, where exploited fish populations are becoming consistently more
timid. We characterize increasing timidity within exploited fish populations by an increase in
individuals showing greater use of refuges, reduced activity and space use, reduced
exploration, decreased willingness to ingest baits, reduced encounters with fishing gears and
reduced aggression towards lures. Accordingly increased timidity is the result of both changes
in mean behaviours within a population as well as reduced behavioural variance. These
changes are the result of the removal of individuals by harvesting within a generation (Alós et
al. 2016b; Klefoth et al. 2017), plastic behavioural changes resulting from the landscape of
fear (Alós et al. 2015a, 2015b; Colefax et al. 2016), as well as evolutionary changes occurring
across generations (Dochtermann et al. 2015; Philipp et al. 2009; Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015).
Empirical evidence is increasing for the existence of a timidity syndrome highlighted
by the conclusion of Diaz Pauli and Sih (2017) that passive-gears likely act on boldness. In a
controlled pond experiment, Klefoth et al. (2017) also concluded that boldness was the main
behaviour under selection from angling. From experiments in the wild evidence for a timidity
syndrome in the wild is also accumulating (Alós et al. 2015a, 2016b; Bergseth et al. 2016;
Colefax et al. 2016; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2011; Tsuboi et al. 2016). Interestingly,
fisheries-induced selection typically selects acts on fast-life history traits, which are expected
to correlate with boldness (Réale et al. 2010). Thus in most considerations of selective fishing
one would expect that boldness would be decreasing in populations. Although, random
selective fishing in combination of increased mortality from harvest should favour an increase
in boldness within a population (Andersen et al. 2018).
My experiments in Papers II-IV show that encounter is not an important factor in at
least three species (carp, tench and perch) studied, and possibly a fourth (pike). I could not
measure the exact behaviours under selection in carp, tench or perch, but I could deduce that
the behavioural mechanisms behind vulnerability acted on fine spatial scales in those three
species. My experiments in Papers II - IV also support the idea that space use may be
reduced or altered, where angling could negatively affect perch habitat selection and
potentially pike activity space size, provided that either activity space size is directly selected
against, or the correlation with total length is not decoupled. Further, I also observed that carp
might plastically change their hook-avoidance behaviour as a response to exploitation (Paper
II). Conversely, I also observed a lack of a plastic response in tench, perch and pike. Without
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a mechanistic explanation for selection in my empirical studies, and given the restricted set of
conditions under which I conducted my experiments, where results could change in lakes
within a different climate, in fisheries with natural baits, or in samples with larger size ranges,
it is not possible to conclude whether a timidity syndrome would emerge in carp, tench, perch
or pike populations. However, my findings are not inconsistent with the hypothesized timidity
syndrome and considering the growing evidence from other studies outlined earlier in this
section, it is worthwhile to explore the consequences and precautionary actions.
The consequences of the timidity syndrome cover the social, population dynamics,
community dynamics, and fisheries management realms. These consequences include altered
migration routes or timing (Petitgas et al. 2010; Quinn et al. 2008), reduced population
productivity (Ahrens et al. 2012; Jorgensen and Holt 2013) and trophic cascades (Carpenter et
al. 2010; Palkovacs et al. 2012; Werner and Peacor 2003). The effects in the fisheries
management realm are likely the most noticeable. Anglers may find reduced catch rates
(Tsuboi et al. 2016) and a reduction in catches of trophy fish (Colefax et al. 2016; Tsuboi et
al. 2016). Fisheries managers will consequently notice reduced angler satisfaction (Arlinghaus
et al. 2014; Beardmore et al. 2015); however, fisheries managers will also have to respond to
hyperdepletion effects (Alós et al. 2015a) and a potential reduction in protected area
effectiveness (Bergseth et al. 2016; but see Mee et al. 2016). The overarching theme of the
passive-gear induced timidity syndrome is that fish populations are becoming adapted to a
fished environment (Heino et al. 2013; Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015). Unfortunately, the process
of recovering behavioural phenotypes and the potential for populations to readapt to an
unfished environment following a cessation of fishing is completely unknown.
Though the global extent, and importance of the timidity syndrome for fisheries and
fish populations is not yet well understood, we have listed some recommended precautionary
actions in Paper V that can be taken to promote the sustainability of recreational fisheries and
avoid future collapses (Post et al. 2002). The main conceptual approach applied to mitigating
the timidity syndrome is to promote behavioural phenotypic diversity (Watters et al. 2003).
This can be done through increasing a diversity of habitats, maintaining protected areas which
have the fitness landscape of an unfished environment, modifying harvest regulations in a
way that specific behavioural phenotypes can be targeted, and perhaps as a last measure,
promoting diverse behavioural phenotypes in a hatchery and releasing them into the wild
through a conservation stocking approach. In conjunction with early precautionary measures
until the selective capture of behavioural types is better understood, new research programs
must be developed. I suggest that Papers II - IV can serve as a template for future studies on
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which modifications can be made. Indeed, more work with an emphasis on realism is
required. However, despite some recent criticisms of the utility of behavioural measurements
in the laboratory to understand phenomena in the wild (Carter et al. 2013). My empirical work
in Papers II - IV has shown that behavioural assays can indeed relate to behaviour in the
wild, and my findings in the wild generally agree with previous studies in a laboratory
environment (see Table 1). Therefore, I suggest that in the absence of the possibility to
conduct large-scale experiments in the wild, experiments in semi-natural environments or
laboratory environments may prove very useful. However, laboratory studies must be
validated, or the conclusions may be reversed, such as the negative lab to field relationship in
Paper IV, or may be entirely false (Carter et al. 2013; Klefoth et al. 2012; Niemelä and
Dingemanse 2014).

5. Conclusions
Vulnerability is a valuable common-pool resource to anglers, but there is still much to
understand about vulnerability before it can confidently be sustainably managed.
Vulnerability is certainly mechanistically complex and modified by a number of factors
related to the encounter between fish and fishers, the fish's internal state and the fishing gear.
Studying fish and fisher behaviour is key to gaining insight into both how vulnerability could
decline and how it can be conserved, in particular with respect to passive-gears. I have found
that fish behaviour is consistently repeatable in the wild over long timescales and over many
ecological contexts, which holds true for both top predators and benthivores. The high
repeatability I found suggests the ingredients for selective capture of behaviour types in
recreational fisheries are present and spread widely across a variety of behaviours. However, I
found that the encounter between fish and fishing gear, while obviously required for capture,
is less important than previously conceived. As the major assumption, that encounters relate
to a higher probability of capture, in the simulated predictions of Alós et al. (2012) was not
upheld in my experiments, I found very little support for my hypotheses regarding the extent
of behavioural selection on activity and activity space size. Accordingly, activity and
movement related fish behaviours appear less likely to be under selection than expected. My
findings show that activity and movement related traits are likely not under selection in three
(carp, tench and perch) of the four species I studied and the extent of selection against activity
space size in the fourth species (pike) remains mechanistically unclear. Relatedly, the
searching behaviour of anglers is also less important to fish vulnerability than expected, at
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least when fishing for perch in a novel lake without technological aids. My finding that fish
fisher encounters for pike, may be relatively more important than in the other three species
measured, in conjunction with the strong selection against activity and home range in a pearly
razorfish recreational fishery documented by Alós et al. (2016), suggests that encounter with
angling gear may still be important in some fisheries. By contrast, evidence is accumulating
that behaviours such as boldness, aggression, prey handling and prey choice (behaviours
which modify the foraging cycle after encounter with prey/baits) are likely to be common
limiting factors determining angling vulnerability in a broad range of fish species. My
findings in Paper III showed that some post-encounter behaviours can also relate to selection
on correlated traits such as habitat choice. I detected no link between life-history or
physiological traits and behavioural traits or vulnerability. In the context of behaviourally
driven vulnerability, the role of underlying physiological traits and life-history traits requires
deeper investigations with a multi-trait approach.
My work suggests that some fish may be simply more vulnerable than others in all
contexts as angler behaviour did not interact with the selective capture of fish behaviours and
anglers of all skill types targeted the same fish behaviours. Therefore a basic probability of
switching to a vulnerable state appears to be a phenotype of a fish, and more skilled anglers
are better able to increase that probability than less skilled peers, while more vulnerable fish
have a higher basic probability of capture. Moreover, the ability to catch these more
vulnerable fish does not appear to be related to searching skills, but rather is through the
ability to entice a fish to switch its internal state; however, searching skills may be important
in fisheries with extremely low encounter probabilities or a small pool of vulnerable fish.
As a consequence of behaviourally selective fishing recreational fisheries could be
facing a pervasive "timidity syndrome". Thus, as a precautionary measure, variation in
behavioural types within fish populations could be protected and monitored until the timidity
syndrome can be better investigated. Fortunately my work in this dissertation can be viewed
optimistically; through the use of reality mining tools it is indeed possible to, piece-by-piece,
reveal the mechanics of vulnerability.

6. A Foundation for Future Studies
As may be inferred from the conclusion of this dissertation, there are many unknowns
with respect to the behavioural components of angling vulnerability, and much work remains
to be done. Deriving the actual species-specific mechanisms will be critical for understanding
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behavioural selective angling. This will require future studies measuring encounter rates and
vulnerability, but also measuring the remaining steps in the foraging cycle (Figure 2). Ideally,
these ideas can be tested in a wild environment, but controlled laboratory conditions may also
be highly beneficial. Measuring behaviours related to the stages of the foraging cycle will also
require use of new biologging technologies (Lennox et al. 2017b). I discovered during my
empirical work that a high resolution telemetry system is not practical for measuring finescale behaviours such as boldness because translating geographic positions into interpretable
behaviours can be very subjective. Therefore, a high resolution telemetry system is best used
for measuring movement and space use behaviours that do not require extra interpretation. In
water bodies with sufficient visibility underwater cameras placed at carp or tench feeding sites
combined with some method of identifying individual fish, such as PIT tag arrays (Klefoth et
al. 2012) would be productive for observing hook-avoidance behaviour. Similarly, small
video cameras attached to fishing lures may indicate why some perch are biting and others are
not. Additionally, the prey preferences of vulnerable and invulnerable may be assessed in a
laboratory. Invulnerable perch could be collected with non-angling gears such as gill nets or
traps following an angling campaign. Lastly, to tease apart the mechanism behind pike
captures, I recommend to follow the same approach of tracking pike and pike anglers as
described in Paper III. I suggest also attaching video cameras to lures and comparing
vulnerable and invulnerable pike consumption rates and prey preferences in a laboratory.
In addition to future investigations into the mechanisms of behavioural selection from
a fish perspective, research is also required from the angler perspective. It is unclear how
anglers, both individually and as a group, will react to the consequences of behaviourally
changing fish populations, such as declining catch rates, or trophy fish availability. To address
this, in Paper VII colleagues and I have developed a qualitative framework based inspired by
the anthropological works of Acheson (2015) and Dyson-Hudson and Smith (1978) which use
economic defendability (Brown 1968) to explain when human groups should forage
collectively, individually, or defend territories, and to explain why terrestrial systems are
more frequently held under private property regimes while marine systems are more
frequently held under common property regimes respectively. As I have shown substantial
changes in fish behaviour and associated traits can be expected in recreational fisheries, as
fishing pressure increases regardless of angler skill levels. However, as recreational fisheries
are embedded in complex socio-ecological systems (Arlinghaus et al. 2017a; Ward et al.
2016), how the feedbacks from micro-scale patterns affect the macro-scale biology,
sustainability and social utility of the system is unknown. For example, perhaps a
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behaviourally based reduction in catchability in a lake may lead to territorial behaviours and
conflicts among anglers to defend the most productive fishing sites, or alternatively, perhaps
anglers will abandon the resource resulting in a recovery to the original behavioural variation
present in that lake. By using the qualitative framework in Paper VII (see Figure 8), one can
predict whether groups of anglers should behave individually (with or without a "race for the
fish"), collectively, where information is shared, or territorially, where resources are actively
defended, based on two dimensions of the resource itself. The first dimension (on the y-axis)
is the difficulty for individual anglers to find the resource and termed "Exploration Difficulty"
and the second dimension (on the x-axis) is the possibility for an individual angler to harvest
the resource and termed "Exploitation Potential". We found that similar attempts to explain
how spatiotemporal resource distributions fed back to human social behaviour suffered from
confounding resource abundance and resource density in addition to problems of defining low
and high resource abundance for comparison across resource types (Dyson-Hudson and Smith
1978). By reframing the axes in terms of exploration difficulty and exploitation potential we
expect that we have removed the affect of resource abundance and can make predictions on a
relative rather than absolute scale. When exploration difficulty is low, and searching time is
therefore low, behaviour is expected to be individual. However, when exploration difficulty is
high, social behaviour is expected and the specific type of social behaviour depends on the
exploitation potential. High exploitation potential and high exploration difficulty should result
in territorial behaviour, while low exploitation potential with high exploration difficulty
should result in collective searching behaviour and information sharing. Lastly, when
exploitation potential is low and exploration difficulty is low a "race for the fish" is expected,
which is denoted as "scrambling" in Figure 8.
In Paper VII we tested the qualitative framework, against two models and against an
review of empirical case studies in marine and freshwater systems. Both a general
mathematical model and the evolutionary lattice-based model strongly agreed with the
qualitative framework. Moreover, in the review of 33 empirical case studies, there were no
studies which fully disagreed with the framework, although eight cases demonstrated multiple
behavioural strategies among the fishers and thus were only in partial agreement with the
qualitative framework.
In Figure 8. I have placed the four study species on the framework in the position
where I predict the fishery should be. Perch, for example are constantly moving in shoals, and
defending an area of a lake should not be beneficial because in a short time the perch shoal is
expected to move. Accordingly the exploitation potential of a patch for perch anglers is
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relatively low. Moreover, as perch are moving around constantly, an angler must spend time
searching to find them. Therefore, I expect that the exploration difficulty is relatively high. By
comparison, carp anglers bait patches for several days and then are known to fish for long
periods at a time. While finding a good carp fishing site is difficult, hence a high exploration
difficulty, once a good patch is found it should remain a good patch for a relatively long time
and therefore it pays to be territorial. This in general agrees with what is known about the
behaviour of carp anglers (Arlinghaus and Mehner 2003). The similar nature of tench angling
implies that tench should be in roughly the same space on the framework. Lastly, as pike are
relatively less mobile than perch (Figure 8), I expect the exploration difficulty to be lower,
and I expect the ability to capitalize on good pike habitat (Eklöv 1997; Kobler et al. 2008) to
be relatively higher than perch.
Interestingly, these four species fall in different quadrants of the qualitative
framework. Moreover, they also do not fall at the extremes of exploration difficulty or
exploitation potential, and therefore small changes in the behaviour of the fish may cause a
shift from one quadrant to another. An unanticipated shift from collective searching, to
territorial behaviour by anglers would be problematic for any fisheries manager (Fulton et al.
2011).
Although the qualitative framework receives quantitative and empirical support from
modelling and case studies respectively, more experimental work is required to validate the
framework and to understand under which cases the framework holds and when it breaks
down. Hence, as a guideline for future work large experiments with anglers similar to that of
Paper III or to Stoop et al. (2012) could be conducted. Ideally, multiple lakes or ponds can
serve as treatments. Experimental manipulations might involve harvesting or stocking to
manipulate the density of the resource, and testing whether social behaviour shifts to
individual behaviour as expected based on changes in the exploration difficulty. In concert
with experiments, I suggest that both changes in vulnerability and changes in human social
behaviour should be monitored simultaneously, as time series correlations in real-world
systems may be insightful. One caveat is that better tools for empirically measuring the
"exploration difficulty" and "exploitation potential" must be developed for standardized
comparisons across resource types, of which several ideas have been proposed in the
discussion of Paper VII.
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Figure 8. Conceptual model of how exploitation potential and exploration difficulty in natural
resources affects the social behaviour of resource users, with hypothesized positions of the
fisheries for the four species used in this study based on the behaviours measured in Papers II
to IV (modified from Paper VII).
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To create bathymetric and submerged macrophyte coverage maps and relate fish
positions to habitat conditions in the lake, echograms were recorded on July 16, 2014 with a
split beam EY60 echosounder (Simrad, Norway) connected to an ES 120-7C circular
composite transducer fixed 0.4 m below the water surface. The system was operated on 120
kHz. Transects were made along the north south axis of the lake spaced 50 m apart and the
positions of the measurements were recorded simultaneously every second with a handheld
GeoXH dGPS receiver (Trimble, California, USA) with metre precision.
The echograms were processed with Sonar 5 Pro software (1). The lake bottom was
selected from the echogram using the Macrophyte analysis tool. Macrophyte base detection
with the best-candidate approach was used to find the lake bottom (parameters: pre-filter
height = 1, pre-filter width = 15, threshold = -32 dB, margin = 0 m, minimum range = 0.1 m,
maximum range = 10 m, start level = -32 dB, stop level = -43 dB, minimum length = 2,
minimum gate = 5 m, post-filter height = 1, post-filter width = 5 and minimum target = 5 m).
To find the macrophyte tops, the top detection tool with the best-candidate approach was
used and the parameters from the base detection were applied. Errors in the lake bottom
and macrophyte tops were manually corrected and the depths with their coordinates were
further analysed in R version 3.2.1 (CRAN).
As there were multiple pings in the echogram each second, first depth and
macrophyte coverage were averaged for each gps coordinate pair in the transect. To create
the bathymetric map a variogram was fit to the depth measurements along the transect,
which was then used for interpolation on a metre by metre grid of the lake by ordinary
kriging considering a maximum distance of 100 m (package gstat version 1.0.26; (2)). The
submerged macrophyte map was also created with ordinary kriging applied in the same way.

Angling methods
Experimental angling occurred using standard carp fishing gear with a bolt rig
supposed to facilitate self hooking (3). We used two to three rods (BeastMaster BX 12 2 3/8
16 T/C, Shimano, Osaka, Japan) per angler, each with a BaitRunner X-Aero 8000AR reel
(Shimano, Osaka, Japan). The leader length and hair length were standardized to 16 cm and
3 cm from the eye of the hook respectively. We used the size 6 G-carp superhook
(Gamakatsu, Tacoma, USA) and an 85 g fixed lead weight. As bait, boiled feed-corn (2-3
pieces) was used on one rod and 14 mm diameter boilies (4) (M&M Baits Neuenkirchen133

Vörden, Germany) (fishmeal or birdseed mix; 1-2 pieces) were used on the other and the
baits were reversed between rods each day standardizing bait location. Boilies are typical
baits used by carp anglers and are made from boiled and hardened mixtures of meal types
and eggs (see (4) for details). Baits were cast to land at the feeding site being angled. During
the first three weeks of fishing, all eight feeding sites from the feeding experiment (Fig 2)
were baited with 2 kg of boiled feed corn and 1 kg of pelleted boilies in the morning and in
the evening. During the remaining weeks of fishing, the feeding was reduced to only the four
sites that were fished, and the food was generally spread by hand as would be typical in
angling, rather than introduced in a bag (which was initially used to verify the food was
eaten by the fish, which was always the case). The food amount was reduced because of
concern that excess food was satiating the fish and limiting catch rates. Sites were still fed
regardless of whether an angler was present to maintain attractiveness of that site.
If a carp or tench was captured during the daytime, it was sampled and released
immediately. If the carp or tench was captured in the night it was held in a so-called carp
sack, as is typical in carp angling (5), until the morning when it was enumerated and
released. The behaviour of bagged carp returns to normal within 12 hours (5).

Calculation of fish behaviours
Distance swam was calculated as the sum of the Euclidean distances in metres
between consecutive positions. Large gaps in detection times create substantial uncertainty
about the distance travelled and therefore differences in detection rates can bias the
estimation of swimming distance. For comparable distance swam measurements among
individuals, we did not add distances between consecutive positions spanning more than
335 seconds, which is a time period in which there is a very high detection probability. The
335 second time period is calibrated from detection rates of beacon transmitters fixed
underneath the hydrophones in the lake. Additionally in our distance calculation, distances
below 5 m (the error rate of the telemetry system (6)) were eliminated from the calculation
to reduce the accumulation of measurement error when fish are not moving. The remaining
distances were summed daily for each individual.
The pressure sensor in the acoustic tags was used to measure the vertical position of
the fish in the water column and subsequently the daily average distance from the bottom of
the lake. The acoustic transmitters were programmed to transmit temperature information
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instead of depth once per minute and accordingly positions without depth information were
eliminated from the calculation. For each remaining positions, the depth of the fish was
subtracted from the corresponding lake depth and then averaged daily for each individual.
The time in the sublittoral was calculated as the number of seconds that the fish was
in a location without submerged macrophytes or reeds as inferred from the habitat maps
that we estimated (Fig S.5). As before, there was some uncertainty about when a fish had
truly left the sublittoral area to move back to the refuge. Therefore, if a fish was in the
sublittoral area and then not detected for more than 335 seconds (for determination of this
interval see above), it was considered likely to have left the sublittoral area by the end of
that period, and 335 seconds was added to the daily time spent in the sublittoral zone for
that individual fish. The total time in the pelagic was summed daily for each individual. Times
between two consecutive positions recorded from one day to the next were cut at midnight
and the two durations were added to the appropriate days.
To estimate the activity space size during any given day, fixed normal kernel densities
were calculated for each individual. When fewer than 30 positions were recorded for an
individual in a day the activity space was not estimated because of the small sample size (7).
Our kernel estimation was based on a 200 by 104 cell grid, with a cell size of 5.78 m and
estimated in R using the adehabitatHR package (8). The smoothing parameter h was set to
10 m. We then calculated the area in m2 of the 50% utilization distribution by taking the 50%
volume contour as our measurement of activity space. We also calculated the home range of
the population of carp collectively during the exploration, lake manipulation and angling
phases to see how the feeding sites affected the distribution of the carp in the lake overall.
We did the same for the entire population of tench as well, excluding the exploration phase
as no tench were acoustically tagged at that time.
A fish was considered to be within the GPS-positioned feeding site, while it was
within three times the precision of the telemetry system (15 m) (6). The duration of a
feeding site visit was calculated starting from the initial detection at the feeding site until the
first detection outside of the 15 m radius. If the time between the last detection within the
15 m radius and the first detection outside of the radius was greater than 335 seconds, only
335 seconds were added to the duration of the feeding site visit. Feeding site visit times
were then summed daily for each individual. Times between two consecutive positions
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recorded from one day to the next were again cut at midnight and the two durations were
added to the appropriate days.
Finally, a tally was made each time a feeding site was visited that was different from
the feeding site of the previous visit. These tallies were summed daily for each individual to
calculate the number of switches among the feeding sites.
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Table S.1. Telemetry data recorded for all carp included in the final analysis testing the relationship between behaviour and vulnerability to angling.
ID

Transmitter Model

Bust
Rate (s)

137

70600

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

Total
Length
(mm)
509

Wet
Mass
(g)
2450

Day
Released

Days
tracked

Daily Detections
Mean ± sd

Minimum

Maximum

Mean %

Maximum %

2015.06.12

123

734.2 ± 925

0

4389

4.2

25.4

68200

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

522

2439

2015.06.12

126

657.6 ± 868

0

3136

3.8

18.1

62400

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

722

6934

2015.06.13

108

603.1 ± 670

0

3092

3.5

17.9

61600

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

573

3323

2015.06.13

125

727.3 ± 761

0

2999

4.2

17.4

60700

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

519

2731

2015.06.13

15

1378.4 ± 1511

0

6365

8.0

36.8

63700

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

492

1783

2015.06.13

125

1490 ±1721

0

6037

8.6

34.9

63600

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

430

1171

2015.09.05

40

1287.1 ±926

0

3215

7.4

18.6

65800

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

707

5872

2015.09.05

40

954.5 ± 783

1

2663

5.5

15.4

60200

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

615

2596

2015.06.13

108

384.9 ± 648

0

3571

2.2

20.7

60600

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

608

3310

2015.06.12

122

1118.7 ± 1073

0

4663

6.5

27.0

61000

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

555

3170

2015.06.12

126

1325.1 ± 1231

0

4302

7.7

24.9

61100

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

643

4127

2015.06.13

125

789.1 ± 824

0

3116

4.6

18.0

61400

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

628

4028

2015.06.13

125

1374 ± 1287

0

4623

8.0

26.8

62100

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

644

4779

2015.06.13

125

347.6 ± 487

0

2395

2.0

13.9

62500

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

653

4429

2015.06.13

125

604.5 ± 894

0

4632

3.5

26.8

64900

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

623

4083

2015.06.13

125

365.3 ± 535

0

2996

2.1

17.3

65500

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

588

3367

2015.06.13

125

265.3 ± 446

0

2279

1.5

13.2

67700

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

473

2451

2015.06.12

126

1167.5 ± 1505

0

7754

6.8

44.9

67800

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

563

2915

2015.06.12

126

392.4 ± 572

0

2529

2.3

14.6

69400

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

434

1354

2015.06.12

126

612 ± 780

0

3399

3.5

19.7

69500

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

540

3227

2015.06.12

126

1516.2 ± 1806

0

6179

8.8

35.8

69600

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

458

1647

2015.06.12

126

1352.5 ±1530

0

5762

7.8

33.3

69800

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

519

2041

2015.06.12

126

749.6 ± 897

0

3790

4.3

21.9

70200

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

508

2213

2015.06.12

126

492.8 ± 732

0

3323

2.9

19.2

62300

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

486

1840

2015.09.05

40

1537.5 ± 1114

0

4224

8.9

24.4

63200

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

455

1850

2015.09.05

40

768.2 ± 616

0

1964

4.4

11.4

63500

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

474

1530

2015.09.05

40

310.8 ± 416

0

1555

1.8

9.0

63900

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

505

2130

2015.09.05

40

686.1 ± 702

0

2869

4.0

16.6

64800

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

510

1760

2015.09.05

40

1955 ± 1461

0

5954

11.3

34.5

65000

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

470

1700

2015.09.05

40

256.2 ± 380

0

1384

1.5

8.0

67200

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

550

2633

2015.09.05

40

1173.6 ± 765

0

2714

6.8

15.7

70400

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

550

2810

2015.09.05

40

1142.2 ±940

0

3050

6.6

17.7

74000

MM-M-TP-16-50

5

437

1250

2015.09.05

40

1337 ± 987

0

3130

7.7

18.1
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Table S.2. Telemetry data recorded for all tench included in the final analysis testing the relationship between behaviour and vulnerability to angling. The
source KD is Kleiner Döllnsee, and the source GV is Großer Vätersee.
ID

Transmitter
Model

Burst
Rate
(s)

Total
Length
(mm)

Wet
Mass
(g)

Source

139

Release
Date

Days of
Tracking

74600

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

434

1185

77700

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

430

75700

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

76900

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

75100

MM-M-TP-11-28

77700

Daily Detections
Mean ± sd

Minimum

Maximum

Oder

2015.08.14

62

195.6 ± 179

0

1240

Oder

2015.08.14

62

319.1 ± 195

501

1763

KD

2015.08.19

57

508

1950

Oder

2015.08.26

50

35

477

1949

Oder

2015.08.14

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

430

1240

Oder

77400

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

523

1777

75700

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

501

1763

75000

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

455

74400

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

74500

MM-M-TP-11-28

74700

MM-M-TP-11-28

75200

702

Mean
%
7.9

Maximum
%
28.4

6

917

12.9

37.2

387.6 ± 284

0

999

15.7

40.5

100.4 ± 107

0

396

4.1

16.0

62

262.3 ± 287

0

1056

10.6

42.8

2015.08.14

62

319.1 ± 195

6

917

12.9

37.2

KD

2015.09.03

42

382.8 ± 240

0

920

15.5

37.3

KD

2015.08.19

57

387.6 ± 284

0

999

15.7

40.5

1506

Oder

2015.08.14

62

119.8 ± 128

0

744

4.9

30.1

408

1028

Oder

2015.08.14

62

52.7 ± 79

0

397

2.1

16.1

35

476

2099

Oder

2015.08.14

62

224.1 ± 198

0

773

9.1

31.3

35

501

1850

Oder

2015.08.14

62

218.5 ± 178

0

743

8.9

30.1

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

404

1024

Oder

2015.08.14

62

57.8 ± 79

0

323

2.3

13.1

75300

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

478

1783

Oder

2015.08.14

62

140.5 ± 149

0

667

5.7

27.0

75500

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

422

1177

Oder

2015.08.26

50

146.8 ±200

0

999

5.9

40.5

75600

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

465

1399

KD

2015.08.19

57

197.8 ± 191

0

745

8.0

30.2

75800

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

450

1309

Oder

2015.08.26

50

87.6 ± 79

0

296

3.5

12.0

75900

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

476

1585

Oder

2015.08.26

50

127.9± 327

0

1413

5.2

57.3

76000

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

380

846

Oder

2015.08.26

50

32.9 ± 67

0

297

1.3

12.0

76100

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

467

1552

Oder

2015.08.26

50

197.5 ± 151

0

620

8.0

25.1

76300

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

498

1863

Oder

2015.08.26

50

425.7 ± 287

0

1048

17.2

42.5

76400

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

451

1349

Oder

2015.08.26

50

178.7 ± 208

0

892

7.2

36.1

76500

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

481

1954

Oder

2015.08.26

50

198.9 ± 211

0

819

8.1

33.2

76600

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

466

1258

Oder

2015.08.26

50

129.7 ± 192

0

813

5.3

32.9

76700

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

446

1456

Oder

2015.08.26

50

78.8 ± 78

0

353

3.2

14.3

77600

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

371

736

GV

2015.07.17

90

32 ± 75

0

436

1.3

17.7

77900

MM-M-TP-11-28

35

433

1318

GV

2015.07.17

90

115.5 ± 135

0

709

4.7

28.7
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Table S.3. The variance partitioning for carp behaviours used in the calculation of repeatability.

Behavioural Trait
Distance from the Lake Bottom

141

Distance Swam
Time within 15 m of feeding
sites
Activity space size
Number of switches among
feeding sites
Time in the sublittoral zone

Among Individual Variance
Lower
Upper
Estimate
95% CI
95% CI
0.44
0.28
0.64
7.98
4.96
11.82

Within Individual Variance
Lower
Upper
Estimate
95% CI
95% CI
0.95
0.90
0.99
25.51
24.08
26.97

Repeatability
Lower
Upper
Estimate
95% CI
95% CI
0.31
0.24
0.41
0.23
0.16
0.32

13.51

6.17

22.75

73.33

66.64

79.75

0.14

0.08

0.23

9.34

5.45

13.54

25.24

23.77

26.72

0.26

0.18

0.35

0.72

0.32

1.31

6.51

5.86

7.09

0.08

0.04

0.14

8.06

4.80

11.40

26.99

25.51

28.40

0.23

0.16

0.30

Table S.4. The variance partitioning for tench behaviours used in the calculation of repeatability

Behavioural Trait
Distance from the Lake Bottom

142

Distance Swam
Time within 15 m of feeding
sites
Activity space size
Number of switches among
feeding sites
Time in the sublittoral zone

Among Individual Variance
Lower
Upper
Estimate
95% CI
95% CI
0.30
0.15
0.47
11.99
5.77
19.28

Within Individual Variance
Lower
Upper
Estimate
95% CI
95% CI
0.81
0.75
0.87
48.99
44.38
53.64

Repeatability
Lower
Upper
Estimate
95% CI
95% CI
0.26
0.16
0.37
0.19
0.11
0.28

49.29
18.82

21.92
8.74

79.71
31.74

114.82
51.15

97.39
46.30

133.33
56.65

0.27
0.25

0.16
0.15

0.39
0.38

3.46
15.78

1.60
7.69

5.63
25.27

5.93
63.05

4.93
57.52

6.90
68.71

0.27
0.19

0.17
0.11

0.40
0.29
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Figure S.1. Examples of the data for four individual carp over four days. The kernel utilization density calculated for one day is shown in the last panel on the
right for each fish.

144
Figure S.2. Examples of the data for four individual tench over four days. The kernel utilization density calculated for one day is shown in the last panel on
the right for each fish.

145
Figure S.3. Examples of position calculated from a tag sitting on the bottom of the lake as a result of either tag loss or fish death. This situation can be
identified visually by the consistency of positions across days and the geometric patterns of the positions as a result of systematic error in positioning.

146
Figure S.4. The relationship between the daily time spent at the fed feeding spots and the daily time spent at the angling sites while they were being fed for
carp (A) and tench (B) The time period covers July 3 to October 15 (i.e the feeding manipulation and angling phases).

147
Figure S.5. The submerged macrophyte height in Kleiner Döllnsee estimated from a bathymetric survey and the location of eight feeding sites around the
lake.
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19

Abstract

20

To understand the determinants of angling vulnerability arising from the interplay of fish and

21

angler behaviour, we tracked 33 large perch, Perca fluviatilis, with fine-scale acoustic

22

telemetry at a whole-lake scale, while simultaneously tracking boats of small groups of

23

experimental anglers (n = 104) who varied by self-reported skill. We report two key findings.

24

First, perch vulnerability was strongly related to a repeatable habitat choice behaviour, but

25

unrelated to swimming activity as a personality trait; importantly, highly vulnerable perch

26

were captured throughout the lake and not only in their preferred habitat, suggesting co-

27

variance between spatial habitat choice and a behavioural determinant of vulnerability.

28

Second, catch-per-unit-effort of large perch increased with self-reported angling skill – an

29

effect unrelated to skill-dependent lure use or an angler's ability to encounter perch.

30

Importantly, high skill anglers captured more fish but not different spatial behavioural

31

phenotypes. Our study has implications for designing protected areas by showcasing that

32

angling could systematically alter the habitat use of exploited populations at whole

33

ecosystem scales, without necessarily changing average swimming activity and home range

34

extension.
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35

/Introduction

36

The intrinsic vulnerability to angling is strongly behaviour-dependent because fish

37

must ultimately approach and ingest a bait or lure (Lennox et al. In Press, Løkkeborg et al.

38

2014, Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2008). Recent studies have shown large intra-population variation

39

in heritable behavioural types (aka personality traits) in many fish species (Conrad et al.

40

2011; Mittelbach et al. 2014), and these traits have been found to be repeatable (i.e.,

41

consistently different among individual fish) in the wild (Harrison et al. 2015; Monk and

42

Arlinghaus 2017; Nakayama et al. 2016). If heritable, repeatable behaviours correlate with

43

angling vulnerability, harvesting could induce selection on behavioural types (Alós et al.

44

2016, Arlinghaus et al. 2017a, Diaz Pauli and Sih 2017). Given recreational angling's global

45

popularity (Arlinghaus et al. 2015), the selective removal of certain behavioural types may be

46

strongly altering the behavioural composition of fish populations, phenotypically and

47

genotypically (Cooke et al. 2017; Tsuboi et al. 2016). As a consequence, population wide

48

behavioural changes could create relevant ecological, managerial and evolutionary effects

49

(Arlinghaus et al. 2017a, Diaz Pauli and Sih 2017, Heino et al. 2015). Despite substantial

50

conceptual appeal (Arlinghaus et al. 2017a), the degree to which angling-induced selection

51

on behaviour occurs in the wild is poorly documented (Heino et al. 2015).

52

Recently, several empirical studies investigating correlations between behavioural

53

types and vulnerability to fishing gear have been published (reviewed in Arlinghaus et al.

54

2017a). These studies were overwhelmingly conducted under laboratory conditions (Diaz-

55

Pauli et al. 2015, Killen et al. 2015) or with wild-caught fish assayed for personality in a

56

laboratory setting or semi-natural ponds (Vainikka et al. 2016; Wilson et al. 2011, 2015).

57

Such approaches could bias conclusions (Klefoth et al. 2012; Niemelä and Dingemanse 2014).

58

Indeed, there is conflicting evidence regarding which traits are under selection by angling in
151

59

a range of species. For example, swimming activity and general spatial behaviours should

60

correlate positively with angling vulnerability because both traits increase the probability of

61

encountering hooks, which is required for capture (Alós et al. 2012; Uusi-Heikkilä et al.

62

2008). A model by Alós et al. (2012) suggests that if vulnerability is entirely encounter-based,

63

there should be consistent selection on swimming activity, while angling-induced selection

64

on home range will depend on the specific style of fishing. However, many studies relying to

65

some portion on testing behaviours in semi-natural or artificial conditions failed to relate

66

individual variation in activity to angling vulnerability (Binder et al. 2012; Härkönen et al.

67

2016, 2014; Monk and Arlinghaus 2017; Wilson et al. 2015). Also in the wild, basal activity

68

and home range size of Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) were both unrelated to vulnerability to

69

a range of passive fishing gears (Olsen et al. 2012). By contrast, in another study conducted

70

in the wild Alós et al. (2016) found that more vulnerable adult pearly razorfish, Xyrichthys

71

novacula, had elevated swimming activity and a greater home range size. Selection on the

72

personality trait “activity” or on emerging patterns such as home range may thus be fishery

73

and species-specific, and more studies in situ are needed.

74

Under field conditions, the fish behaviours that might influence the capture process

75

will also interact with angler behaviour (Alós et al. 2012; Matthias et al. 2014; Wiig et al.

76

2014). Anglers are heterogeneous in specialization, preferred techniques, knowledge of

77

fishing sites, general angling skill and site choice (Bryan 1977; Johnston et al. 2010), all of

78

which can affect fish encounters and enticing fish to bite. In a simulation of fish and angler

79

movement Alós et al. (2012) found anglers fishing from fixed positions imposed a stronger

80

negative selection on home range while anglers searching freely (e.g., by angling from boats)

81

imposed a stronger negative selection on fish activity. Therefore, angler search and fishing

82

styles jointly affect behavioural selection, and both need to be studied in realistic field
152

83

settings. Moreover, anglers differing in lure choice might catch fish with different

84

behavioural types (Wilson et al. 2015), and both searching style and lure choice varies with

85

angling skill and level of specialization (Bryan 1977). A relationship between angling skill and

86

catch rates has been documented in a range of species (e.g., Dorow et al. 2010, Heermann et

87

al. 2013, Ward et al. 2013). However, little research is available on the mechanisms causing

88

an angling skill-effect on catch rates, and an important limitation is that there are few

89

reliable measures of angler skill to classify study participants (Seekell 2011).

90

Our goal was to understand how vulnerability to lure-based angling from boats

91

relates to the interplay of angler and perch (Perca fluviatilis) behaviour in a natural

92

environment. Eurasian perch is an appropriate species because it is highly demanded by

93

anglers (e.g., Arlinghaus and Mehner 2004) and angler experience is known to determine

94

catch-rates and capture size of perch (Heermann et al. 2013). Additionally, perch show

95

personality in swimming activity in nature (Nakayama et al. 2016) and in a range of other

96

traits in laboratory contexts (Kekäläinen et al. 2014; Magnhagen 2012; Magnhagen et al.

97

2012). We followed three objectives and tested three associated hypotheses. The first

98

objective was to test for the potential relationship between perch activity, space use and

99

habitat choice and vulnerability to angling. Following Alós et al. (2012) we hypothesized

100

more active perch (but not necessarily those with a larger home range) are more likely

101

captured. Our second objective was to test for the relative importance of angler skill, skill-

102

dependent lure use, skill-dependent encounters with perch and fishing location choice on

103

catch rates. We hypothesized anglers who self-report to be more skilled capture more fish

104

(as per Dorow et al. 2010 in eel, Anguilla anguilla, angling), through improved searching and

105

lure selection. Our third and final objective was to disentangle the relative importance of

106

perch and angler behaviour for determining individual vulnerability from the fish
153

107

perspective. To that end, we precisely investigated the encounter process in light of fish

108

personality traits in situ and hypothesized higher encounters with skilled anglers will

109

increase angling vulnerability, beyond an increased intrinsic vulnerability of more active fish.

110
111

/Methods

112

//Perch tagging

113

We tracked large piscivorous perch with a calibrated fine-scale, whole-lake acoustic

114

telemetry system (see Baktoft et al. 2015 for functioning and accuracy) in the research lake

115

Kleiner Döllnsee. Kleiner Döllnsee is a 25 ha weakly eutrophic natural lake (total

116

phosphorous at spring overturn of 38 µg L-1), located ~80 km northeast of Berlin

117

(52°59'32.1''N, 13°34'46.5''E). It is closed to public access and without public fishing since the

118

early 1990s. Reeds (Phragmites australis) surround the lake and provide shelter to fish as

119

submerged macrophyte coverage is presently minimal (Figure S1). The maximum lake depth

120

is 7.8 m and the average depth is 4.4 m. The northern section of the lake features a flat,

121

relatively sandy and sparsely vegetated bay area adjacent to a straight shoreline with a

122

relatively steep slope in water depth, while the depth in the southern section increases more

123

gradually and the substrate is mainly composed of fine sediments (mud) (Figure S1). During

124

the study period from September 7 to October 19, 2015, the water temperature was on

125

average 12.9 ± 2.5°C, and Secchi depth was ~2 m. In Kleiner Döllnsee, perch share a role as

126

aquatic top predator with an abundant pike, Esox lucius, and less abundant European catfish

127

Silurus glanis, population.

128

The perch population we studied was never exposed to targeted angling besides

129

some experimental northern pike studies where perch was rare bycatch (Arlinghaus et al.

130

2017b, Klefoth et al. 2008, Kuparinen et al. 2010, Laskowski et al. 2016, Pagel et al. 2015). A
154

131

majority (n = 44) of perch we tagged came from Kleiner Döllnsee, but we added several

132

individuals (n = 6) from a nearby (2.3 km), ecologically similar lake, Großer Vätersee, to

133

increase sample size. All perch were collected by gillnets set over 30-60 min to minimize fish

134

damage and stress. Acoustic telemetry tags (model: MM-M-11-28-TP, transmission rate:

135

27.5 s, wet weight: 6.5 g; Lotek Wireless Inc., Canada) were surgically implanted according to

136

methods described elsewhere (Klefoth et al. 2008) into the body cavity of perch (total

137

length: 374 ± 20 mm (mean ± sd), wet weight = 744 ± 140 g (mean ± sd)) in autumn 2014 (n =

138

31, water temperature = 10.0°C) and post-spawning in spring 2015 (n = 19, water

139

temperature = 13.5°C) (see Table S1 for individual tagging data). Fish were anaesthetized by

140

a 9:1 95% EtOH:clove-oil solution (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) added at 1 mL L-1 of water.

141

Surgical materials and tags were sterilized with 7.5% povidone-iodine (PVP; Braunol®; B.

142

Braun, Kronberg, Germany) in water, and all efforts were made to minimize handling.

143

Surgeries were on average 4:16 ± 1:11 minutes. Perch were also fitted with a 12 mm passive

144

integrated transponder (PIT) tag (Oregon RFID, OR, USA) under the skin beneath the dorsal

145

fin for later identification. After recovery from anaesthesia, perch were released into Kleiner

146

Döllnsee.

147
148

//Objective 1

149

///Assessment of perch behaviours and personality for studying angling-induced selection

150

To assess perch personality and related behavioural outcomes (e.g., space use as an

151

emergent property of systematic variation in activity, Harrison et al. 2015), a suite of

152

behaviours (distance swam, distance from the shore, 95% activity space size, mean latitude,

153

and mean longitude) were scored for each fish daily from a data set of 2,061,249 positions

154

recorded September 7 to October 19. Each behaviour was chosen because it relates to the
155

155

encounter processes (Alós et al. 2012, Lennox et al. In Press, Matthias et al. 2014). We

156

calculated the distance swam from the sum of Euclidean distances between recorded

157

positions for each fish. We excluded distances below 5 m because these are

158

indistinguishable from telemetry error (Baktoft et al. 2015). The distance measurement

159

represented only the swimming distance while an individual fish was in the sublittoral area

160

or open water of the lake, because the telemetry system functions best outside the reed-

161

belt in open water (Baktoft et al. 2015). Each recorded position had a minimum distance to

162

shore. A perch’s daily tendency to be inshore or offshore, a correlate of angling vulnerability

163

in largemouth bass, Micropterus salmoides, (Matthias et al. 2014), was measured as the daily

164

mean minimum shore distance. We estimated the activity space size from the 95% volume

165

contour of the kernel utilization distribution (KUD) area daily for each fish. Individual activity

166

space size was not calculated on days with fewer than 30 positions to avoid biased estimates

167

from small sample sizes (Seaman et al. 1999). The KUD was estimated with the adehabitatHR

168

package in R (Version 3.2.4), on a 200 by 104 cell grid, with a cell size of 5.78 m and a 10 m

169

smoothing parameter. Lastly, the daily mean longitude and latitude were calculated to

170

measure the central tendency of space use, reflecting a measure of habitat choice.

171

Behaviours were also estimated for daytime and night-time only (defined by civil sunrise and

172

sunset times) to check for diurnal behavioural patterns.

173
174
175

///Repeatability of perch behaviours
To check for systematic among-individual behavioural variation on which angling

176

selection could act we calculated each behaviour’s repeatability (September 7 - October 19).

177

We partitioned within- and between-individual covariances of a behaviour across days using

178

univariate mixing models fit with Markov Chain Monte Carlo procedures (Dingemanse and
156

179

Dochtermann 2013). Models were fit with fish identity as a random intercept and an

180

uninformative prior appropriate for the error distribution. The models for distance swam

181

and activity space assumed a Poisson error distribution, and the models of remaining

182

behaviours assumed Gaussian error. Repeatability was calculated according to the

183

appropriate equation given in Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2010). We ran each model over

184

500,000 chains with a burn-in of 1000, and every 100 chains were sampled to prevent

185

autocorrelation. Trace-plots were examined to verify convergence and assess goodness of fit

186

(see Supplementary Information 2). Each model was run five times to ensure consistent

187

estimates (only one model is reported).

188
189

///Understanding the fish perspective – modelling angling selection on fish behavioural

190

traits

191

We used a Cox-Proportional Hazards (CPH) model to test for the relationship

192

between behaviours, total length (TL) and speed to capture, and a logistic regression to test

193

for the relationship between the same predictor variables and a binary fitness (i.e. capture)

194

outcome (1 indicated capture, i.e., theoretical death through harvest, 0 indicated never

195

captured, i.e., survived the fishery). We considered length in addition to behavioural

196

variables because size is frequently related to angling vulnerability (Lewin et al. 2006) and

197

often correlates somewhat with encounter-based behaviours (Biro and Post 2008).

198

Therefore, we attempted to disentangle the contribution of size and behavioural variation to

199

vulnerability. The CPH model incorporated units of fishing effort as a time variable and used

200

counting censoring (Hougaard 1999) as some individual fish were recaptured. The logistic

201

model did not incorporate information about recaptures, which is irrelevant from a

202

fitness/selection perspective. We only included variables in the models with variance157

203

inflation factors below three to avoid collinearity issues (Zuur et al. 2007). These variables

204

were, distance swam, longitude, latitude, and TL. Activity space size was highly correlated

205

with distance swam (Figure S2) and may be similarly related to vulnerability if distance swam

206

would significantly predict speed to capture or capture outcome. All predictor variables were

207

z-transformed for standardization of effect sizes. We compared a restricted model set based

208

on our hypotheses. To select the best model, we compared the conditional Akaike

209

Information Criterion (AICc) and considered models with a delta AICc less than two have

210

equal explanatory ability (Burnham and Anderson 2003).

211
212

//Objective 2

213

///Effects of angler skill on catches

214

Experimental anglers were recruited via angling shops, clubs and internet forums.

215

Voluntary anglers who contacted the authors received a questionnaire to pre-classify them

216

according to self-reported skill. Self-reported angling skill (later calibrated against actual

217

catching ability) was assessed from three items taken from several indices of angler

218

specialization (e.g., Wilde et al. 1998, Beardmore et al. 2013). The first item was worded:

219

“Relative to other anglers whom you know, how do you estimate your angling skills in terms

220

of catching perch?”, and the second item was a modification of the first item, where the

221

word perch was replaced with pike. The options to answer the first two items were

222

“beginner”, ”less good”, ”similarly good”, “rather better” and “angling expert” , and scored

223

from one to five respectively. The last item was worded: “How would you generally rank

224

your angling skills in comparison to the average angler?”, which was assessed on an 11 point

225

scale with the first point as “a much worse angler than the average”, the sixth and middle

226

point as “nearly the same as the average” and the highest point as “a much better angler
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227

than the average”. The answers from each question were standardized by z-transformation

228

and transformed scores were summed for each angler. Anglers scoring in the top-third of all

229

scores were considered (self-reported) high-skill, anglers scoring in the middle third were

230

considered middle-skill and anglers scoring in the bottom third were considered low-skill.

231

The experimental anglers (n = 104) were invited for only one day of perch angling at

232

Kleiner Döllnsee, from approximately 10:00 until sunset (~19:00) with an hour lunch-break at

233

13:00, either alone, or in a small group of six anglers over 29 non-consecutive days. Each

234

angler had never fished in the study lake. Groups were present on 25 of 29 days and were

235

composed of an equal representation of skill groups to control for potential covariance

236

between skill and day. However, there were days where an invited angler could not attend

237

for personal reasons (e.g., illness) and therefore the actual group size ranged from two (4

238

days) to six (4 days) and five, seven and five days with three, four and five anglers

239

respectively.

240

Anglers were provided standardized fishing gear (Favorite 210 cm VRN-702M rod

241

(Favorite Co., Ukraine); Shimano Exage 2500FD reel (Shimano Germany Fishing GmbH,

242

Germany); PowerPro, 0.13 mm braided yellow-colored line (Shimano Germany Fishing

243

GmbH, Germany); Trilene 0.32 mm fluorocarbon leader (Berkley Fishing, Iowa, USA)) and

244

their own boat equipped with a GPS data logger (i-Blue 747 ProS, Transystem Inc., Taiwan),

245

logging once per second at 3 m precision. Anglers could fish freely in space, but only with

246

two lure types, a copper color Mepps spinner, size 3.0 (Mepps SNC, France) and an 8.5 cm

247

soft plastic shaker with a Kansas shiner design (Lunker City, CT., USA). Anglers could freely

248

choose among these lure types, but noted in an angling diary which lure was used by time

249

stamp. From the GPS data we calculated the average latitude and longitude of each angler

250

while they used each lure as an additional predictor of catch per unit effort (CPUE) because
159

251

the combination of fishing location and lure type may be an important predictor of angling

252

success. To measure effort the anglers recorded start and stop times of their fishing,

253

including small breaks, so only periods of active casting were included as effort. Additionally,

254

anglers recorded all catches, and noted the capture time, species and TL for all captured fish.

255

When anglers captured a perch above a threshold size of 28 cm TL they contacted the first

256

author via walkie-talkie, and the research team measured exact sizes, GPS location of the

257

catch and checked for a PIT tag. All perch above 28 cm TL captured for the first time received

258

a PIT tag in the dorsal musculature for identification upon recapture and use in a separate

259

mark-recapture study. In the morning of each angling day, experimental anglers were

260

thoroughly briefed about experimental procedures. We observed high compliance in

261

reporting captures and completing angling diaries. The whole lake was visible to the research

262

team and constantly monitored. The anglers’ task, given during the morning briefing, was to

263

catch perch over 28 cm TL, and they were told the experiment’s aim was to learn how well

264

anglers can find and catch perch.

265
266
267

///Encounter rate estimation
To estimate encounters between tagged perch and anglers we defined an encounter

268

as a minute where any tagged fish was within casting range (15 m) of an angler. Our

269

measure assumes fish within casting range should sense the angler’s lure. We assumed the

270

sample of tagged perch represented the encountering behaviour of all large perch, and used

271

tagging-based encounter data for modelling the catch rate of perch above the minimum

272

acoustically tagged perch size (33.5 cm TL).

273
274

From the angler perspective, we considered two measures of encounter rate: 1) the
cumulative number of unique acoustically tagged perch encountered scaled by angling effort
160

275

(fish h-1), and 2) the total minutes exposed to any acoustically tagged perch independent of

276

identity scaled by angling effort (fish minutes h-1). We used these two encounter measures

277

because for an angler encountering a new and potentially vulnerable fish may influence

278

catch-rate more than spending considerable time around a few possibly invulnerable

279

individuals. We scaled encounter measures by effort to account for different encountering

280

potential over longer fishing times.

281
282

///The angler perspective: determinants of angler success as a function of self-reported

283

skill

284

We investigated the skill-effect on CPUE of all species, all perch independent of size,

285

large perch (> 28 cm TL) and perch in the size range of acoustically tagged individuals (> 33.5

286

cm TL). For models of CPUE by skill group we predicted catch with a generalized linear model

287

(glm) offset by angling effort according to Kuparinen et al. (2010). To account for

288

overdispersion, we assumed a negative-binomial error distribution with a log link. In models

289

where skill group was a significant effect, we used a post-hoc Tukey HSD test from the R

290

package “multcomp” (Hothorn et al. 2016) to compare differences among the three groups.

291

To test if lure choice differed among the skill groups we used a one-way ANOVA to compare

292

the proportion of time the shaker lure was used, which was arcsine square-root transformed

293

to conform to normality assumptions. We also compared space-use preferences (mean and

294

standard deviation of latitude and longitude) among skill groups using a one-way ANOVA.

295

Finally, we tested for skill-related differences in perch encounters (both measures) using

296

glms offset by effort, assuming a negative-binomial error distribution and log link.

297

To understand the relative importance of angler skill, both encounter measures, lure

298

used, average latitude of the angler and day as predictors of CPUE we compared a restricted
161

299

set of glms predicting the catch of perch over 33.5 cm TL with a Poisson error distribution, a

300

log link, offset by effort (Kuparinen et al. 2010). Day was treated as a continuous variable to

301

account for any systematic temporal increase or decrease in CPUE. We further considered

302

several possible interactions as encounters may only increase catches for high skilled anglers

303

who can convert an encounter into a capture, may only increase catches in the Mepps lure,

304

which requires less technical finesse than the shaker, or encounters may only increase

305

catches in regions of the lake where fish are foraging. Furthermore, the effect of lure may

306

change temporally as temperatures shift and fish are increasingly exposed to anglers

307

(Kuparinen et al. 2010), and the effect of encounter time may strengthen with a higher rate

308

of unique fish encountered. We used the model selection and evaluation approach detailed

309

in objective 1.

310
311

//Objective 3

312

///Relative influence of fish personality and encounters with heterogeneous anglers on

313

vulnerability

314

To test our third objective, we compared the joint effects of encounters and perch

315

behaviours on individual angling vulnerability. As a possible covariate of overall vulnerability

316

(i.e., fitness) we first considered the total minutes each fish encountered anglers and also

317

the number of different anglers encountered for each angling skill group over the entire

318

study duration. We also considered a subset of angler encounters by time exposed to each

319

skill and lure, because encounters with the lure types or skill levels may not affect

320

vulnerability equally. We further considered encounters by habitat assuming vulnerability

321

may vary across habitats (Matthias et al. 2014). Accordingly, we split the lake into three

322

zones in an ad-hoc fashion (Figure S1): an offshore pelagic zone (> 5 m depth), and onshore
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323

zones in the north and south halves of the lake. We then considered subsets of encounters

324

with anglers in a single skill group (i.e., middle skill anglers only) in the northern and

325

southern zones to examine the interaction of skill and habitat for affecting overall

326

vulnerability. We also considered only skilled anglers when fishing with the soft-plastic lure,

327

which is a common lure among more specialized anglers and has been found to be more

328

effective in catching pike in the same study lake (Arlinghaus et al. 2017b). All encounter

329

variables were standardized via z-transformation and tested with the most parsimonious

330

logistic regression model from objective one in a restricted model set to compare the

331

relevant effects of angler encounters and perch behaviours on vulnerability. Model selection

332

followed the same methods as described before. All variables in all models had a variance

333

inflation factor below three (Zuur et al. 2007).

334

Lastly, we calculated the mean standardized selection gradient according to

335

Matsumura et al. (2012) for significant traits in the best logistic model, which enabled a trait-

336

by-trait fitness elasticity comparison. To that end, we transformed the regression

337

coefficients to their linear equivalents following Janzen and Stern (1998) before calculating

338

normalized selection gradients on adaptive traits.

339
340

/Results

341

// Descriptive information

342

The 33 perch swam on average 5.6 ± 2.5 km day-1 (mean ± sd), and had a daily 95% activity

343

space size of 5.1 ± 1.5 ha (mean ± sd) (see Fig S3 for raw data). The 33 tagged perch were

344

typically found in the sublittoral onshore area and more rarely in the pelagic and the lake

345

centre (see Figure S4 for raw data on space use). This pattern resulted in an average daily

346

distance of 73 ± 12 m (mean ± sd) from the shoreline. Perch displayed strong diurnal
163

347

behavioural patterns. Before sunset the perch swam on average 4.5 ± 2.4 km and were on

348

average 87 ± 20 m from the shore, while during the night they swam significantly less at an

349

average of 1.0 ± 0.6 km (paired t-test, t = 14.63, df = 32, p < 0.001) and were significantly

350

closer to the shore, on average 59 ± 18 m away (paired t-test, t = 12.56, df = 32, p < 0.001).

351

All behaviours we measured were significantly repeatable (Figure 1) with 95% credible

352

intervals ranging from 0.27 to 0.72. Daily latitude and longitude were the most repeatable

353

behaviours (R = 0.53 and 0.60 respectively) and activity was least repeatable (R = 0.40).

354
355
356

//Objective 1 – Is there angling-induced selection on perch personality in the wild?
There were 20 capture events of acoustically tagged perch consisting of 15 unique

357

individuals. Four acoustically tagged perch were captured twice and one was captured three

358

times resulting in 45% of acoustically tagged perch (n = 33) captured at least once over 1.5

359

months. None of the behavioural traits nor total length explained time to capture for

360

acoustically tagged perch; the most parsimonious model was the null model (Table 1).

361

However, the most parsimonious model predicting the fitness outcome of being captured

362

during the whole fishing period contained the average latitude and longitude (Figure 2) and

363

TL (Table 1). The effect of latitude had a considerably higher odds-ratio than the effect of

364

longitude, while the 95% confidence interval of the effect size of total length overlapped

365

one, indicating length explained some variance in capture, but the effect was not significant

366

(Table 2). Overall perch preferring habitats more north and west in the lake were more likely

367

to be captured at least once, although these fish were regularly captured beyond their core

368

home range (only 60 % of captures were in the lake’s northern onshore zone) (Figure 2). The

369

differences in habitat between captured and never captured perch became greater in the

370

night after angling (Figure S5). We thus also tested our models using only variables
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371

measured during daylight (because fishing only took part during daylight) and found the

372

results were unchanged (not shown). Accordingly, the fitness model (i.e., the logistic

373

regression model examining fisheries selection) documented angling-induced selection

374

pressures in relation to habitat use as represented by average latitude and to a lesser extent

375

longitude (Table 2). There was, however, no selection on activity as a repeatable personality

376

trait, and by association there was no evidence for selection on the highly correlated (see

377

Figure S2) trait of space use (Table 2).

378
379

//Objective 2 – Is there a skill effect on catch rate of large perch?

380

Collectively among all 104 experimental anglers fishing over 1.5 months, there were

381

764 perch capture events of fish ranging from 6 - 45 cm TL (25 ± 8 cm TL, mean ± sd) over a

382

total 709.6 hours of angling effort. There were 95 captures of 79 individual non-acoustically

383

tagged perch larger than 33.5 cm TL – the size range of acoustically tagged perch. The

384

average CPUE for perch above 33.5 cm TL was 0.18 ± 0.15 fish rod h -1 (mean ± sd, n = 104),

385

while the average CPUE for all perch was 1.03 ± 0.98 fish rod h-1 (mean ± sd, n = 104).

386

Anglers of all skill levels concentrated most of their effort along the lake’s shoreline

387

(Figure 3), but the high-skill group spent marginally more time fishing in the open water

388

(Figure S6). Yet, there were no significant differences among the three groups (low skill, n =

389

42, middle skill, n = 35, high skill n = 27) in terms of latitude use (ANOVA, F 2,101 = 0.48, p =

390

0.62), longitude use (ANOVA, F2,101 = 0.16, p = 0.86), and the standard deviation in latitude

391

(ANOVA, F2,101 = 2.33, p = 0.10) and longitude (ANOVA, F2,101 = 0.17, p = 0.84) (Figure 3),

392

indicating no skill-related differences in the choice of angling habitats in Kleiner Döllnsee.

393

There was a significant effect of skill group on the CPUE of large perch in the same

394

size range as acoustically tagged perch (glm, null deviance = 125.4, residual deviance = 111.0,
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395

d.f. = 2, 101, p < 0.001; Tukey HSD comparisons, high-skill to middle-skill, p = 0.053, high-skill

396

to low-skill, p < 0.001, middle-skill to low-skill, p = 0.28), but self-reported skill did not

397

predict performance in terms of catching perch over 28 cm TL (glm, null deviance = 149.8,

398

residual deviance = 146.1, d.f. = 2, 101, p = 0.152), perch in general (glm, null deviance =

399

143.6, residual deviance = 142.7, d.f. = 2, 101, p = 0.63), or all species (glm, null deviance =

400

142.6, residual deviance = 140.4, d.f. = 2, 101, p = 0.34) (Figure 4).

401

An ANOVA indicated there were no significant differences in lure use among the skill

402

groups (F2,101 = 1.83, p = 0.17) as the soft-plastic lure was used 57 ± 30 % (mean ± sd, n = 42),

403

61 ± 34 % (mean ± sd, n = 35), 70 ± 36% (mean ± sd, n = 27) of time by the low skill, middle

404

skill and high skill anglers respectively. However, individual variation in lure use was

405

substantial, probably contributing to the lack of significant differences despite a clear trend

406

that the use intensity of the soft-plastic lure increased with skill level. In terms of

407

encounters, which were estimated separately according to each lure used by each angler,

408

the rate (per unit angling effort) of encountering new individual perch (fish h-1) was not

409

significantly different among the three skill groups (glm, null deviance = 199.3, residual

410

deviance = 199.2, d.f. = 2, 187, p = 0.93) and also the encounter time per unit effort with

411

perch independent of fish identity (fish minutes h-1) was not significantly different among

412

the three skill groups (glm, null deviance = 222.5, residual deviance = 221.7, d.f. = 2, 187, p =

413

0.68) (Figure S7).

414

Of models predicting CPUE of large perch in the size range of acoustically tagged

415

individuals, the most parsimonious model included an interaction between the rate of

416

encountering new individual perch and skill; however, models that included only skill or skill

417

and day both had a delta AICc less than two and thus equal explanatory power (Table 3). The

418

simpler model excluding encounters was then considered the best model. Accordingly, CPUE
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419

increased for those in the high skill group relative to the low skill group and also increased to

420

a lesser extent for the middle skill group relative to the low skill group (Table 4). An equally

421

parsimonious model indicated CPUE increased with higher encounters of new individual

422

perch; however, this effect was small, particularly in comparison to the effect of skill (shown

423

by the strongly different intercept at zero encounters in Figure 5). The 95% confidence

424

intervals for the effect size of day overlapped one and the effect was overall small, indicating

425

day did not have a significant effect on angler CPUE. Encounter time per unit effort with any

426

perch (in fish min-1 h) was of no importance in any of the best models (Table 3). Similarly,

427

lure type, encounters while using particular lure types and habitat choice were not retained

428

in the best models (Table 3). Overall, individual CPUE for large perch was largely

429

independent of encounters, lure use and angler habitat choice (as indexed by latitude) and

430

was instead mainly driven by a plain skill effect (Table 4).

431
432
433

//Objective 3 Understanding the encountering process of fish and anglers
The total encounter duration over 29 angling days of individual tagged perch with

434

anglers ranged from 7 to 142 minutes, with a mean of only 58 ± 26 minutes per tagged

435

perch. When total encounter times were subset by angler skill level, individual perch

436

encountered low skilled anglers on average 17 ± 10 minutes, middle skilled anglers on

437

average 23 ± 13 minutes and high skilled anglers 18 ± 12 minutes. When total encounter

438

times were subset by lure, individual fish encountered the spinner on average 16 ± 8

439

minutes compared to on average 42 ± 22 minutes with the shaker over 29 fishing days.

440

Individual tagged perch encountered anglers on average 8 ± 6 minutes in the southern

441

onshore area of the lake, while in the northern onshore area fish encountered anglers on
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442

average 24 ± 21 minutes over 29 fishing days. Finally, individual perch encountered on

443

average 53 ± 7 of the 104 unique anglers (range = 33 to 65).

444

We found four models comparing the joint effects of encounters and perch

445

behaviours on angling vulnerability with equal explanatory power. In these, the selection of

446

angling on habitat choice (indexed by latitude and longitude of the fish) remained in all four

447

models (Table 5). Importantly, angling-induced selection on perch habitat choice remained

448

significant despite accounting for differential exposure to anglers. Hence, after controlling

449

for encounters with different angler types, there was still evidence for selection on traits

450

characterizing individual perch in terms of habitat choice. Additionally, the most

451

parsimonious model also included an effect of minutes encountering anglers in the lake’s

452

northern onshore zone. The other three equally parsimonious models included the

453

encounters in the lake’s northern and southern onshore zones, the encounters in the lake’s

454

northern and southern onshore zones when subset by middle-skill group anglers only, and

455

finally encounters with all anglers (Table 5). The direction of encounter effects were as

456

expected in that more encounters with anglers resulted in a higher probability of being

457

captured, with the exception of encounters in the lake’s southern onshore zone, which had a

458

negative coefficient (Table S2). However, the lower estimate of the 95% confidence interval

459

of the effect size for encounters in the northern sublittoral region of the lake was near one,

460

indicating the effect was small compared to the habitat choice variables characterizing the

461

individual perch (Table 6). Similarly, the 95% confidence intervals of the effect sizes for all

462

other encounter variables included in the most parsimonious models overlapped one, and

463

were therefore not significant (Table S2). The mean standardized selection gradients ± their

464

standard error were −1.49 ± 0.57, 0.84 ± 0.33, and −0.17 ± 0.10 for the latitude (scaled as the

465

distance in metres from the southernmost point in Kleiner Döllnsee), longitude (scaled as
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466

distance in metres from westernmost point in the Kleiner Döllnsee), and encounters in the

467

northern onshore zone, respectively. Consequently angling-induced selection operated

468

mainly on habitat choice variables in perch and here most strongly on latitude. Vulnerability

469

was additionally affected slightly by the duration of encounters in the lake’s northern

470

onshore zone.

471
472
473

/Discussion
We found partial support for the three hypotheses that guided our analysis. First, our

474

study revealed angling indeed induces selection on behaviours of large piscivorous perch in

475

the wild, but in disagreement with our hypothesis selection neither operated on activity nor

476

space use (with the lack of effects only expected for space use in mobile anglers, Alós et al.

477

2012). Instead, selection was directed at systematic habitat choice variation of large perch.

478

Second, our hypothesis relating to self-reported angling skill was strongly supported as high

479

skilled anglers outperformed low skilled anglers in catching large perch. However, in contrast

480

to our hypothesis the success of high skilled anglers was derived from their ability to use

481

artificial lures or remain attentive during fishing rather than superior lure choice or fish

482

finding ability. Lastly, we rejected our third hypothesis because perch vulnerability to

483

capture was largely independent of the angler type encountered and was instead driven by

484

habitat choice and more modestly by overall encounter duration in the lake’s north area.

485

Overall, while perch capture efficiency was a function of skill the specific behavioural type of

486

perch captured by anglers was independent of angler skill.

487

On theoretical grounds, the accumulation of a fish’s encounters with angling gear is

488

thought to strongly predict the probability of capture (Lennox et al. In Press) and was a key

489

reason for expecting angling-induced selection on activity or possibly home range
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490

behaviours under certain fishing styles (Alós et al. 2012, Arlinghaus et al. 2017a). Encounters

491

with angling gear are certainly a necessary condition for capture (Monk and Arlinghaus

492

2017), and we indeed revealed the total time a perch was in close proximity to anglers when

493

in the northern onshore area of the lake significantly elevated its chances to be captured.

494

Therefore, our results showed for an individual perch it mattered where the angler was

495

encountered. However, compared to the intrinsic and highly repeatable habitat choice

496

variables characterising variation among individual perch the encounter rate with anglers,

497

independent of angling skill, was a poor predictor of individual capture probability. Similarly,

498

the encounter rate with perch was a poor predictor of angler CPUE of large perch. Therefore,

499

we conclude encounter rates are at most weakly related to capture in perch angling with

500

lures – a finding that agrees with a recent telemetry study with carp, Cyprinus carpio, and

501

tench, Tinca tinca in the same study lake (Monk and Arlinghaus 2017). By contrast, another

502

recent study in pearly razorfish fished with natural bait found strong evidence for boat-

503

angling based selection on both activity and home range (Alós et al. 2016), suggesting strong

504

species- and fishery-specific effects on determinants of vulnerability. It is possible that our

505

findings would be different when fishing for perch with natural baits, or in other life-stages

506

(Ballew et al. 2017). Fish react differently to the presence of natural or artificial baits

507

(Arlinghaus et al. 2008; Payer et al. 1989) as shown previously in northern pike (Beukema

508

1970), which learned to avoid artificial lures but not natural bait. Encounters likely have a

509

greater influence on vulnerability when fishing with natural bait, because natural baits

510

should attract all fish behavioural types whereas artificial lures are expected to attract more

511

aggressive and bold individuals (Wilson et al. 2015), thereby reducing the predictive power

512

of encounters.
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The reasoning for our finding that encounters between fish and anglers were less

513
514

important than predicted may be found in vulnerable pool dynamics conceptualized in

515

foraging arena theory (FAT). When applied to angling, FAT states that fish exchange rapidly

516

between vulnerable and invulnerable states at time-scales of minutes or hours (Camp et al.

517

2015; Cox and Walters 2002). Under natural predation, spatial vulnerability is important, but

518

in angling the fish must be in a “reactive” state to attack a lure in addition to being spatially

519

encountered (Camp et al. 2015). Accordingly, many fish encountered will be spatially

520

vulnerable (Matthias et al. 2014) but effectively invulnerable, particularly to artificial lures,

521

diluting the effect of encounter duration on capture probability (Lennox et al. In Press). From

522

a fish perspective their behavioural characteristics may far outweigh the effects of angler

523

encounters towards vulnerability with artificial lures (Sutter et al. 2012). Thus, encounters

524

are a necessary but insufficient condition of angling vulnerability (Monk and Arlinghaus

525

2017).

526

Contrary to our initial expectations, perch swimming activity was unrelated to

527

vulnerability despite its significant repeatability (the latter confirming earlier studies in the

528

study lake (Nakayama et al. 2016)). The poor relationship between encounters and

529

vulnerability of perch we documented already explains why activity was unrelated to

530

vulnerability. Our findings also agree with results from a range of species in laboratory

531

contexts (Härkönen et al. 2016; Wilson et al. 2011, 2015), semi-natural ponds (Binder et al.

532

2012) and the wild (Olsen et al. 2012). By contrast, Biro and Post (2008) found more active

533

rainbow trout genotypes, Oncorhynchus mykiss, were more easily captured in gill-nets. This

534

indicates selective properties on given personality traits depend on gear-type (Andersen et

535

al. In Press, Diaz Pauli et al. 2015), species and the fishery (Arlinghaus et al. 2017a, Diaz Pauli

536

and Sih 2017, Lennox et al. In Press).
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537

We found a strong relationship between habitat choice and vulnerability, similar to

538

Matthias et al. (2014) in largemouth bass. We accounted for direct encounters in different

539

lake basins and angling locations, and space use was independent of skill level, hence our

540

finding is not a result of captured perch dwelling in a location where anglers spent more

541

effort. Capture by angling is ultimately dependent on fish behaviour, and therefore the

542

relationship between vulnerability and habitat choice more likely results from some fine-

543

scale habitat-specific behaviour. We speculate about several possibilities. First, habitat-

544

specific prey preferences may be present. Stable isotope analysis has shown differences in

545

diet composition among large perch in Kleiner Döllnsee are related to life-history prototype

546

and behavioural type along a risk gradient (Nakayama et al. 2017), indicating intrinsic

547

differences in foraging behaviour among Kleiner Döllnsee’s large perch. Lure choice and

548

natural foraging have been found to relate to vulnerability to angling in several species

549

(Nannini et al. 2011; Sutter et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2015), although Kekalainen et al. (2014)

550

failed to find a relationship of capture method (natural vs. artificial bait) and boldness in

551

smaller perch. As perch are predominantly visual foragers, lure appearance could be a key

552

factor determining if the lure is considered a prey item. Therefore, perch preferring the

553

lake’s north-west region may have visually associated our lures with preferred prey,

554

increasing the attack likelihood. Second, perhaps habitat-specific aggression exists among

555

the perch. Aggression is genetically related to largemouth bass vulnerability (Sutter et al.

556

2012) and therefore remains a good candidate for selective capture in perch. Additionally,

557

Härkönen et al. (2016) found initial exploration predicted relative perch catchability in lab

558

contexts. However, nearly all perch tracked in our study were familiar with the lake before

559

tagging and therefore we could not measure exploration in a novel environment. It is

560

possible that initial exploration measured in Härkönen et al. (2016) was a proxy for
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561

aggressive behaviour (Adriaenssens and Johnsson 2013). We thus suggest habitat choice is

562

indicative of underlying behavioural patterns related to selecting a high quality habitat, and

563

is presumably correlated with variation in aggression and/or foraging mode.

564

We detected a clear signature of self-reported skill in the catch rates, in agreement

565

with previous findings that angling experience strongly predicts perch catch rates and

566

capture size (Heermann et al. 2013). By contrast, Seekell (2011) suggested exceptional

567

angling catches are often the result of chance or simply caused by time investment into

568

fishing, but he could not rule out that skill also affected catches. Angling skill is difficult to

569

rapidly approximate in surveys as sophisticated assessment methods are lacking (Seekell

570

2011). Our work suggests it may be easy to classify angling skill in a new lake a priori based

571

on self-assessment from three items, thereby contributing to calls to develop skill indices for

572

inclusion in human dimensions surveys (Seekell 2011). Our three question index must still be

573

validated in other fisheries and cultures because responses and angler behaviours may vary

574

regionally (Ward et al. 2013).

575

We have not only found a clear effect of skill on catch rates, but also gained a better

576

understanding of how skilled anglers catch more perch. As catch rates were largely

577

independent of total encounters, encounters with particular lure type and encounters with

578

anglers of particular skills types (who also used similar habitats), the skill effect appears to be

579

largely the result of finesse or concentration with the lure. Collectively our findings indicate

580

the ability to either take advantage of an encountered fish in a vulnerable state, or to

581

promote an encountered fish to switch to a vulnerable state through angling technique is

582

most influential to the probability of capturing large perch compared to all other factors we

583

tested and is thus the most plausible explanation for the skill effect we documented.

584

Importantly for our study objectives, differently skilled anglers caught more fish but
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585

captured the same behavioural types. Hence, selection by anglers varying in skill will only be

586

altered by possible differences in fishing mortality, not by different angler types catching

587

different phenotypes.

588

An asset of the present study is that it was conducted in a natural system with real

589

fish-angler dynamics, thereby reducing experimental artefacts from a laboratory

590

environment. However, there are still a number of limitations to our approach. Firstly, we

591

were unable to measure theoretically important fish behaviours such as aggression and

592

boldness that operate at scales finer than the resolution of the telemetry system, which has

593

an average precision of 5 m. Secondly, we were restricted to study a single lake. It remains to

594

be seen how generalizable our findings are because of the temporal and lake specific

595

population dynamics of perch. The population dynamics of perch for example depend on the

596

trophic state of the lake, lake size and its clarity (Jacobsen et al. 2015; Persson et al. 2004;

597

Svanbäck and Persson 2009). Thirdly, anglers may behave differently when they are familiar

598

with a water-body and are more easily able to find fish with an echosounder. However, we

599

expect that with enhanced ability to find fish the separation in catch rates according to skill

600

would grow wider. Nevertheless, more studies in other lakes are needed before our results

601

can be generalized.

602

We conclude perch angling induces selection on spatial behavioural traits, and

603

assuming some repeatable trait variance has a genetic origin, fisheries-induced evolution of

604

behaviours is possible as previously argued (Arlinghaus et al. 2017a, Diaz Pauli and Sih 2017).

605

We further conclude angler skill strongly affects catch outcomes, which is an intrinsic effect

606

unrelated to searching ability or lure choice. Finally, the ultimate catch outcome from a fish

607

perspective is mainly driven by fish behaviour and less by angler behaviour. Different angler

608

types exert differential overall mortality but do not seem to catch different fish personalities,
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609

at least not under the conditions we examined. To understand the potential for evolutionary

610

consequences from angling, future studies are required to establish the precise trait under

611

selection and its heritability and plasticity. With respect to plasticity, it is currently unclear

612

how the remaining perch might respond to freed niches once vulnerable perch are

613

harvested. Before such research becomes available, we suggest fisheries managers consider

614

the potential for habitat-specific behavioural selection in the design of protected areas and

615

the spatial management of fisheries (Villegas-Ríos et al. 2017). Moreover, our finding that

616

angler skill plays a substantial role in catch rates of target fish via lure ability indicates skill

617

ought to be considered in creel-surveys, particularly as skill might be reliably measured

618

through a short index. The skill effect we found may have important managerial implications

619

because anglers are known to sort their effort among regional sites according to

620

specialization (Ward et al. 2013), which is correlated with angling skill (Dorow et al. 2010).

621

Hence, overall fishing mortality on a given stock will depend on where a given angler type

622

preferentially fishes as previously documented (Johnston et al. 2010; Ward et al. 2013),

623

although these effects will depend on the differential tendency of a given angler type to

624

practice voluntary catch-and-release as opposed to catch-and-kill.

625
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Tables
Table 1. Candidate models for predicting time to capture (Survival model), and overall
capture outcome (Logistic model) based on distance swam (DST), latitude (LAT), longitude
(LON), distance from the shore (SHDST) and total length (TL), and their residual deviance
(Dev), number of parameters and AICc. The most parsimonious models according to AICc
model selection is bold.
Model Type
Survival

Model No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Model Structure
DST * LAT + LON + SHDST + TL
DST * LON + LAT + SHDST + TL
DST * SHDST + LAT + LON + TL
DST + LAT + LON + SHDST + TL
DST * SHDST
DST + SHDST + TL
LAT + LON + TL
TL
NULL

Dev

P
7
7
7
6
4
4
3
2
1

AICc
118.6
118.7
119.9
116.9
100.4
100.5
126.4
97.1
95.1

Logistic

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DST * LAT + LON + SHDST + TL
DST * LON + LAT + SHDST + TL
DST * SHDST + LAT + LON + TL
DST + LAT + LON + SHDST + TL
DST * SHDST
DST + SHDST + TL
LAT + LON + TL
TL
NULL

24.60
24.86
22.56
25.11
43.38
44.13
26.71
45.40
45.47

6
6
6
5
3
3
3
1
0

43.1
43.3
41.0
40.3
52.8
53.6
36.1
49.8
47.6
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871
872
873
874
875

Table 2. Standardized parameter estimates, their standard error, odds ratios, 95%
confidence interval estimations of the odds ratios and deviances for the most parsimonious
model (logistic regression) predicting vulnerability of acoustically tagged perch (shown in
Table 1).
Covariate
Estimate SE Odds Ratio 95% CI of Odds Ratio Deviance
Intercept
-0.01 0.49
0.99
0.37
2.73
Latitude
2.81 1.00
16.66
3.38
204.89
8.02
Longitude
-1.99 0.81
0.14
0.02
0.05
10.26
Total Length
-0.34 0.49
0.71
0.24
1.84
0.49
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876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883

Table 3.Candidate models for predicting angler CPUE based on encounter time with
telemetry perch scaled by fishing time (EPUE), number of unique telemetry fish encountered
scaled by fishing time (EFish), skill level (GRP), latitude fished (LAT) and day (DAY) and their
residual deviance (Dev), number of parameters and AICc. The most parsimonious model
according to AICc model selection is bold. Models are a generalized linear model assuming a
poisson error with a log link. All models are predicting catch of perch > 33.5 cm and are
offset by effort, thus effectively predicting CPUE.
Model No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Model Structure
EPUE*GRP + EFish + LAT + DAY
EPUE*LR + GRP + DAY
EPUE*LAT + GRP + DAY
EPUE + GRP + LR + LAT + DAY
EPUE*GRP
EFish*GRP
GRP*LR
GRP + LR + LAT
LR*Day
GRP + DAY
EPUE*EFish
EPUE + DAY
EFish
GRP
LR
NULL
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Dev
236.56
228.66
236.02
237.30
239.26
234.12
238.02
242.21
251.80
238.61
251.83
250.96
252.78
242.24
254.91
255.06

P
9
8
8
7
6
6
6
5
4
4
4
3
2
3
2
1

AICc
401.0
394.5
399.0
396.9
396.0
390.9
394.8
396.8
404.3
391.1
404.3
401.8
401.1
392.7
403.3
401.4

884
885
886
887
888

Table 4. Parameter estimates from two of the most parsimonious models predicting CPUE of
> 33.5 cm total length perch (shown in Table 3), their standard errors, effect sizes, 95%
confidence interval estimations of the effect size and deviances. The Model No. Refers to
models listed in Table 3.
Model
Covariate
No.
10
Intercept
Group (middle skill)
Group (high skill)
Day
6

Estimate

Intercept
EFish
Group (middle skill)
Group (high skill)
Efish: Group (middle skill)
Efish:Group (high skill)
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SE

-6.71
0.12
0.74
0.01

0.23
0.27
0.24
0.007

-6.08
-1.19
-0.72
0.25
2.09
1.40

0.31
0.81
0.43
0.36
0.90
0.85

Effect
95% CI of
Size
effect size
0.001 0.0007 0.002
1.12
0.67 1.90
2.10
1.34 3.39
1.01
1.00 1.02
0.002
0.30
0.49
1.28
8.05
4.07

0.001 0.004
0.05 1.33
0.21 1.15
0.66 2.67
1.51 51.89
0.84 23.67

Deviance
12.82
3.63

2.28
12.32
6.34

889
890
891
892
893
894

Table 5. Candidate model set for understanding the interplay between fish vulnerability and
angler behaviour, where E is an encounter variable subset by skill (Low, Mid and High), lure
(Mepps or Plastic), lake region (Northern or Southern) and the unique number of anglers
(Boats). Residual deviances (Dev), parameter numbers and AICc are also presented, where
the most parsimonious model is in bold.
Model No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Model Structure
LAT + LON + TL + ELow + EMid + EHigh
LAT + LON + TL + EHighBoats + EMidBoats + ELowBoats
LAT + LON + TL + EMepps + EPlastic
LAT + LON + TL + ENorthern + ESouthern
LAT + LON + TL + EHighNorthern + EHighSouthern
LAT + LON + TL + EMidNorthern + EMidSouthern
LAT + LON + TL + ELowNorthern + ELowSouthern
LAT + LON + TL + EHigh
LAT + LON + TL + ENorthern
LAT + LON + TL + EHighPlastic
LAT + LON + TL + EHighNorthern
LAT + LON + TL + EBoats
LAT + LON + TL + E
LAT + LON + TL
NULL
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Dev
22.68
24.59
22.81
9.69
23.20
18.85
21.00
24.77
21.35
24.71
24.64
25.50
23.14
26.71
45.47

P
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
1

AICc
41.16
43.07
38.04
34.93
38.43
34.08
36.23
36.99
33.58
36.93
36.86
37.72
35.37
36.14
47.60

895
896
897
898

Table 6. Standardized parameter estimates from the most parsimonious mechanistic model
predicting vulnerability of acoustically tagged perch (shown in Table 5), their standard
errors, odds ratios, 95% confidence intervals of the odds ratios and deviances.
Covariate
Estimate SE Odds Ratio 95% CI of Odds Ratio Deviance
Intercept
0.48 0.70
1.16
0.47
8.71
Latitude
2.97 1.14
19.57
3.04
327.59
8.02
Longitude
-2.61 1.02
0.07
0.006
0.37
10.26
Total Length
-0.10 0.59
0.90
0.26
2.75
0.49
Encounters (Northern shoreline)
1.77 1.00
5.86
1.26
76.81
5.35
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Repeatability estimates and their 95% credible intervals for five perch behaviours.
Figure 2. Mean latitude and longitude positions of captured (red points) and never captured
(black) acoustically tagged perch and their standard deviations. Blue triangles indicate
capture location for these acoustically tagged perch. The background of the lake is the kernel
utilization distribution of the fishing locations of all anglers. The white background denotes
regions outside the 95% volume contour of the kernel utilization density of the angler's
space use. Note that although average positions tend to be near the center of the lake, the
perch tend to stay closer to the shoreline (see Figure S4).
Figure 3. Boxplots of catch of all species, catch of all perch, catch of perch over 28 cm total
length and large perch over 33.5 cm total length per hour of fishing according to the selfreported three angler skill levels. The bars inside the box represent the median, the box
represents the range between the 25th and 75th percentile and whiskers extend to 1.5 times
the interquartile range. Outliers are indicated by points.
Figure 4. Mean fishing position of anglers separated by skill level. Vertical and horizontal
error bars represent standard deviation in the latitude and longitude respectively.
Figure 5. Angler catch of large perch over 33.5 cm total length per hour fishing as a function
of the rate of encounter with new unique acoustically tagged perch and separated by three
skill groups. Low, medium and high skill groups are shown in panels A, B and C respectively.
Point size increases with effort, point colour represents the lure used (grey = Mepps spinner
and black = soft-plastic shaker). Predictions from the most parsimonious model (solid line) of
angler CPUE based on an interaction between the rate of encountering new perch and skill
and the 95% confidence intervals of that model (dashed line) are also shown. Predictions are
based on fishing at 75% of the maximum effort observed during the experiment.
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Supplemental Materials
Table S1 A summary of all acoustically tagged perch included in the analysis of objective one and three, including tagging information, size, capture data and
data yield.
ID
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45800
45900
46000
46100
46200
46300
46400
46700
46900
47100
47300
47400
47600
47700
47800
47900
48000
48200
48300
48500
48600
48700
48900
49100
49300
49400
49500
49600
49700
49800
50200
50500
50600

Transmitter
Model
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28
MM-M-TP-11-28

Burst
Rate (s)
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5

Lake Origin

Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Größer Vätersee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Größer Vätersee
Größer Vätersee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Größer Vätersee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee
Kleiner Döllnsee

Total
Length
(mm)
366
361
400
391
423
377
351
394
354
370
392
366
396
363
377
376
345
376
427
348
352
364
360
363
335
368
356
374
389
360
364
397
350

Wet
Mass (g)
724
752
962
763
1096
738
578
850
554
750
819
741
934
609
863
676
511
728
1035
632
512
683
653
611
605
702
646
716
782
641
827
942
570

Day
Released
Oct.28 2014
Oct. 28 2014
Oct. 28 2014
May 19 2015
May 19 2015
May 19 2015
May 19 2015
Oct .28 2015
May 19 2015
May 19 2015
May 19 2015
Oct. 28 2014
Oct. 28 2014
May 19 2015
May 19 2015
Oct. 29 2014
May 19 2015
May-19 2015
May 19 2015
Oct. 28 2014
May 18 2015
Oct. 30 2014
May 19 2015
Oct. 29 2014
Oct. 28 2014
Oct. 28 2014
Nov. 25 2014
May 19 2015
Oct. 28 2014
May 19 2015
Oct .28 2014
Oct .28 2014
May 19 2015

Times
Captured
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
3
0
1
0
0
2

Mean ± sd
2043 ± 378
1846 ± 361
1389 ± 485
1505 ± 367
1766 ± 447
1649 ± 390
1302 ± 416
1321 ± 458
1699 ± 420
997 ± 377
1690 ± 444
690 ± 421
1757 ± 385
1707 ± 416
1603 ± 427
1231 ± 433
1617 ± 491
1531 ± 333
2018 ± 322
1873 ± 452
1668 ± 344
1792 ± 508
1383 ± 309
1792 ± 367
1575 ± 483
1823 ± 380
474 ± 287
1071 ± 342
641 ± 429
1617 ± 404
597 ± 382
1051 ± 522
1219 ± 368

Minimum

Daily Detections
Maximum

1190
1064
641
793
845
616
300
469
767
277
652
133
958
596
543
498
331
839
1264
707
1074
651
643
1087
293
779
34
280
12
791
89
287
471

2589
2486
2472
2293
2732
2370
2410
2292
2480
1689
2683
1680
2373
2328
2332
2300
2428
2279
2571
2564
2421
2654
1934
2462
2322
2426
1058
1755
1592
2361
1412
2341
2074

Mean %
65.02
58.75
44.20
47.90
56.22
52.50
41.43
42.04
54.09
31.74
53.78
21.97
55.91
54.34
51.01
39.18
51.45
48.74
64.22
59.63
53.10
57.03
44.01
57.03
50.12
58.04
15.09
34.07
20.41
51.46
19.00
33.46
38.80

Maximum %
82.40
79.13
78.68
72.98
86.96
75.43
76.71
72.95
78.94
53.76
85.40
53.47
75.53
74.10
74.22
73.21
77.28
72.54
81.83
81.61
77.06
84.47
61.56
78.36
73.91
77.22
33.67
55.86
50.67
75.15
44.94
74.51
66.01

Table S2 Parameter estimates from three additional models from objective 3 reported in Table 5,
their standard errors, odds ratios with 95% confidence interval (CI) and deviances.
Model
No.
7

5

13

Intercept
Latitude
Longitude
Total Length
Encounters (Middle Skill in
Upper shoreline)
Encounters (Middle Skill in
Lower shoreline)

0.82
3.68
-3.03
-0.30
2.14

0.76
1.45
1.24
0.68
1.14

Odds
Ratio
2.27
39.44
0.05
0.74
8.53

-1.13

0.63

Intercept
Latitude
Longitude
Total Length
Encounters (Upper
shoreline)
Encounters (Lower
shoreline)

0.72
2.74
-2.88
0.03
2.09

Intercept
Latitude
Longitude
Total Length
Encounters

Covariate

Estimate

SE

95% CI of Odds Ratio

Deviance

0.63
4.37
0.002
0.17
1.40

15.82
2049.89
0.32
2.60
196.27

8.02
10.26
0.49
3.04

0.32

0.07

0.90

4.82

0.85
1.19
1.13
0.63
1.33

2.05
15.45
0.056
1.03
8.09

0.51
2.12
0.003
0.27
1.26

16.49
296.76
0.33
3.50
233.94

8.02
10.26
0.49
5.35

-0.97

0.82

0.38

0.05

1.61

1.66

0.12
3.15
-2.62
-0.45
1.17

0.56
1.15
1.02
0.59
0.71

1.13
23.42
0.08
0.64
3.23

0.38
3.78
0.006
0.17
0.96

3.68
424.12
0.36
1.86
17.57

8.02
10.26
0.49
3.56
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Figure S1 Panel A shows the bathymetric map of Kleiner Döllnsee and panel B shows the coverage of
aquatic macrophytes in Kleiner Döllnsee above 10 cm in height. The bathymetric map in panel A was
used to create the three encounter zones considered in our models comparing encounter rates and
intrinsic vulnerability of perch to angling shown in panel C. The pelagic offshore zone (below 5 m
depth is in dark grey, the lower onshore zone is below the pelagic zone in light grey, and the upper
onshore zone is shown above the pelagic zone with an mid-shade of grey.
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Figure S2 Correlation Matrix of behaviours used in the analysis in objecive one on the behavioural
selection of angling. The upper panel shows the pearson correlation coefficients, while the lower
panels show the scatter plots for each behavioural comparison. The points in black represent
uncaptured fish while the points in red represent captured fish. This plot shows the unstandardzed
variables while the models were run with z-transformed variables.
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Figure S3 A summary of daily perch behaviours (distance swam, activity space size and distance to
the shore) during the study period as a function of whether the fish were captured or not during the
angling trials. The bars inside the box represent the median, the box represents the range between
the 25th and 75th percentile and whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range. Outliers are
indicated by points.
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Figure S4 The activity space of individual perch used in the models of objective one to three over the
entire study duration (September 7 to October 19). The shading represents the estimated kernel
density distributions from 95% utilization in blue to 5% utilization in red. Perch in the top three rows
with red ID labels were captured at least once, while perch in the bottom three rows were never
captured.
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Figure S5 Boxplots summarising the mean latitude (left panel) and longitude (right panel) calculated hourly for each individual acoustically tagged perch (n =
33) for each hour of a day during the 1.5 months of the angling trials. Red boxes are values for captured individuals and blue boxes are values for individuals
that were never captured. The bars inside the box represent the median, the box represents the range between the 25th and 75th percentile and whiskers
extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range. Outliers are indicated by points.

Figure S6 Kernel Utilization distributions for all anglers. Utilization is colored from 95% in
blue to 5% in red. The color of the lake outline indicates the skill group of the angler (low =
blue, middle = green and high = red)
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Figure S7 A summary of the encounter rates of acoustically tagged perch by the three skill groups.
The left panel shows the encounter minutes spent within 15 m of fish scaled by fishing effort, and the
right panel shows the number of new unique fish encountered scaled by fishing effort. The bars
inside the box represent the median, the box represents the range between the 25th and 75th
percentile and whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range. Outliers are indicated by points.
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Figure A4.1. Timelines of average daily behaviours (distance swam, distance to the shoreline,
depth, and 95% activity space size) for the pike population from October 2009 to April 2011.
The black line represents the mean population behaviour and the grey shading represents the
standard deviation of the population's behaviour.
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Table A4.1 The coefficients, degrees of freedom (df), log likelihood, Akaike metrics and
model weights (w), of the best performing logistic models (∆AICc ≤ 2) for predicting pike
capture.
Intercept
2.95
2.69
2.62
2.43
2.61
2.43
2.71
2.80
3.11
2.19
2.22

Depth

Distance
Swam

0.75
0.91
0.64
0.57
0.40

95%
Activity
Space
1.80
2.04
1.40
1.68
1.38

Absolute
Juvenile
Growth
0.85

Latitude

Longitude

df

Log
Likelihood

AICc

∆AICc

0.74
0.68

4
3
3
2
3
3
4
4
5
2
2

-13.663
-14.896
-14.924
-16.09
-15.068
-15.299
-14.274
-14.279
-13.331
-16.934
-16.992

36.3
36.3
36.4
36.4
36.7
37.1
37.5
37.5
38.1
38.1
38.3

0
0.08
0.14
0.19
0.43
0.89
1.22
1.23
1.84
1.88
1.99

0.83
0.96
0.71
1.04
1.03

1.15
1.59
1.93

0.67

1.15
1.22

w
0.07
0.067
0.065
0.064
0.057
0.045
0.038
0.038
0.028
0.027
0.026

Table A4.2 The coefficients, degrees of freedom (df), log likelihood, Akaike metrics and
model weights (w) of the best performing negative-binomial models (∆AICc ≤ 2) for
predicting the number of pike captures.
Intercept

Dept
h

Distanc
e Swam

0.96
0.95

0.13

0.95

-0.10

0.95

-0.15

0.18

0.95

95%
Activit
y Space

Absolut
e
Juvenile
Growth

Latitud
e

Longitud
e

df

Log
Likelihoo
d

0.31

3.00

-94.50

0.24

4.00

-93.79

0.30

4.00

-94.07

0.22

5.00

-92.89

4.00

-94.26

0.28

0.08

AICc

195.5
0
196.5
0
197.1
0
197.2
0
197.5
0

∆AIC
c

w

0

0.13

0.96

0.08

1.51

0.06

1.65

0.06

1.9

0.05

Table A4.3 Model averaged coefficients, their standard errors, odds ratios, and 95%
confidence intervals of the odds ratios for logistic regression predicting whether pike were
captured or not.
Covariate
Intercept
95% Activity Space
Absolute Juvenile Growth
Latitude
Distance Swam
Depth

Estimate
2.63
1.35
0.52
0.21
0.25
0.08

SE
0.80
1.04
0.65
0.42
0.50
0.28

Odds
Ratio
13.89
3.88
1.68
1.24
1.29
1.08

95% Confidence
Interval
2.77
69.66
0.48
30.98
0.46
6.09
0.54
2.83
0.48
3.43
0.62
1.88
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z-value
3.20
1.28
0.78
0.50
0.50
0.27

p-value
≥ 0.001
0.20
0.43
0.62
0.61
0.79

Importance
0.82
0.56
0.30
0.30
0.17

Table A4.4 The coefficients, degrees of freedom (df), log likelihood, Akaike metrics and
model weights (w) of the best performing logistic models (∆AICc ≤ 2) for predicting pike
capture when adding the residuals from a pike total length regressed against 95% activity
space size (Residuals).
Intercept

-0.51
2.69
-0.75
2.43
2.61
-1.45
-0.18
-1.41
-1.23
-1.95
-1.08
2.19
-2.73

Depth

Distance
Swam

0.75
0.91
0.64
0.57

95%
Activity
Space

Residuals

1.80
2.04
1.40
1.68
1.38

Latitude

0.27

Longitude

df

Log
Likelihood

AICc

∆AICc

0.74
0.68

4
3
3
2
3
3
4
4
5
4
5
2
2

-13.66
-14.90
-14.92
-16.09
-15.07
-15.30
-14.27
-14.28
-13.27
-14.52
-13.33
-16.93
-16.99

36.3
36.3
36.4
36.4
36.7
37.1
37.5
37.5
38
38
38.1
38.1
38.3

0
0.08
0.14
0.19
0.43
0.89
1.22
1.23
1.71
1.71
1.84
1.88
1.99

0.26

1.15
1.59
1.85

-0.48
-0.69

1.25
0.40

Absolute
Juvenile
Growth

1.93

0.30
0.23
0.33
0.34
0.35
0.33

0.90
0.67

1.15
0.39

w

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

Table A4.5 The coefficients, degrees of freedom (df), log likelihood, Akaike metrics and
model weights (w) of the best performing negative-binomial models (∆AICc ≤ 2) for
predicting the number of pike captures when adding the residuals from a pike total length
regressed against 95% activity space size (Residuals).
Intercept

Depth

Distance
Swam

0.94
0.96

95%
Activity
Space

Residuals

0.30
0.31

0.20

Absolute
Juvenile
Growth

Latitude

Longitude

df

Log
Likelihood

4
3

-92.47
-94.50

AICc

∆AICc

193.9
195.5

0
1.67

w

0.13
0.06

Table A4.6. Model averaged coefficients, their standard errors, odds ratios, and 95%
confidence intervals of the odds ratios for logistic regression predicting whether pike were
captured or not
when adding the residuals from a pike total length regressed against 95% activity space size
(Residuals).
Covariate
Intercept
95% Activity Space Size
Absolute Juvenile Growth
Latitude
Distance Swam
Depth
Residuals

Estimate
0.33
1.31
0.18
0.24
0.29
0.07
-0.06

SE
2.59
1.06
0.21
0.44
0.54
0.26
0.25

Odds
Ratio
1.39
3.72
1.20
1.26
1.33
1.07
0.94

95% Confidence
Interval
0.01
241.92
0.45
30.70
0.79
1.83
0.52
3.05
0.46
3.89
0.63
1.81
0.58
1.55
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z-value
0.13
1.22
0.84
0.52
0.53
0.25
0.23

p-value
0.90
0.22
0.40
0.60
0.60
0.80
0.82

Importance
0.79
0.61
0.32
0.32
0.15
0.10

Table A4.7 Model averaged estimates from negative binomial glm, predicting the number of
times pike were captured when adding the residuals from a pike total length regressed against
95% activity space size (Residuals).
Covariate
Intercept
95% Activity Space Size
Residuals

Estimate
0.95
0.30
0.14

SE
0.10
0.10
0.12

95% Confidence
Interval
0.74
0.11
-0.10
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z-value
1.15
0.50
0.38

9.04
3.01
1.13

p-value
< 0.001
0.003
0.26

Importance
1.00
0.7
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Conceptual model of how exploitation potential and exploration difficulty in natural
resources should select for particular social behaviour by human natural resource users.
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Results of the general mathematical model for N = 30 users. Optimal behaviour versus
exploitation potential log10 Τr / Τh and exploration difficulty log10 Τs / Τh. For clarity,
investment into territorial exclusion (red, μ) and communication (yellow, λ) are made
mutually exclusive here. The cost of exclusion is set to c = 0.3, meaning that agents must
spend 30% of their time on a patch defending it to guarantee full exclusivity. Three domains
are made apparent: territorial (T), collective searching (C) and individualistic (I) agents.

Results of the evolutionary lattice model: (a)-(c) Evolved average values of costs versus
exploitation potential and exploration difficulty: costs of repulsion (crep) (a), uptake costs
292

(cupt) (b) and signaling costs (csig) (c). The points indicate the parameter values corresponding
to the phenotype distributions shown in subpanels (e)-(g). (d) Different strategy regions:
Territoriality in red (labeled as T), individualism in blue (labeled as I) and collective searching
in yellow (labeled as C). Each strategy region is defined by the corresponding evolved value
of the defining cost variable being larger than 0.4. (e)-(g) Evolved phenotype distributions for
the different strategy regions: 'Territoriality' (e), 'Individualism' (f) and 'Collective Searching'
(g). Parameters: N = 1024, L = 60, lsig = 4, v = 20, T0 = 1:0.
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Conceptual model of how exploitation potential and exploration difficulty in natural
resources with hypothesized positions of characteristic fisheries based on findings from
empirical case studies.

Supporting Information 1 for "How ecology shapes exploitation: a framework to predict
the behavioural response of natural resource users along exploration-exploitation
tradeoffs"
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Christopher T. Monk1*, Matthieu Barbier2*, Pawel Romanczuk1,3,4*, James R. Watson5,6*, Josep Alós7,
Daniel I. Rubenstein4, Simon A. Levin4 & Robert Arlinghaus1, 8

Empirical case study search methods
Our literature search to locate empirical fisheries papers proceeded in three steps.
First, we examined all aquatic cases in the recent literature reviews by Acheson (2015) and
Girardin et al. (2016) who focused either on reviewing the emergence of property right
systems in response to ecological characteristics (Acheson 2015) or reported meta-analyses
of determinants of site choice behaviour by commercial fisheries (Girardin et al. 2016).
Secondly, we used a standardized search in Google Scholar using the following search terms:
“fleet + dynamics + collective + behaviour + fisher”, “fleet + dynamics + fisheries”,
“cooperation + fisheries + fleet”, “fishing + effort + collective + behaviour”, “optimal + search
+ pattern + fisheries”, “fleet + dynamics + social + information + fisheries”, “recreational
angler + information sharing”, “recreational angler + territoriality + territory + territorial”,
“angler + site + choice”, “angler + search + behaviour” and “fishers + fishery + behaviour +
space + time”. From each query, we investigated the first 100 results. Our search was not
designed to provide an exhaustive list of primary publications and instead was meant to
cover a sufficient diversity of cases to examine the qualitative and quantitative predictions of
our framework. Finally, the authors searched their own databases and networks for studies
devoted to social dynamics of the fishing fleets or recreational anglers. After filtering
through the search results via an initial assessment of the paper’s title and abstract, all
potentially relevant publications were examined in detail and if needed supporting papers
dealing with the same fishery were identified and screened.
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Figure S1 The general location of our case studies around the world. Each green circle
indicates the location of a case study. The numbers represent the number of case studies in
a geographical region when more than one case study was found.
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Figure S2 A general placement of the case studies within our framework with indications of
whether each case study agreed with the predictions of the framework.
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